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Abstract
The Brassica rapa is an important vegetable crop grown through out the world. This study
aimed to explore the morphological, molecular and metabolic relations among the diverse
morphotypes in a core collection of 168 accessions. These accessions were genotyped with
AFLP and MYB markers, and morphological observations were recorded on 26 traits under
vernalized treatment. 1-H NMR was conducted for untargeted metabolite profiling while LCMS-PDA-QTOF was used for both untargeted metabolite profiling and targeted analysis of
carotenoid and tocopherol pathway. The unsupervised classification methods, such as
hierarchical clustering and PCA/PCoA on morphology, marker and LC-MS datasets grouped the
accessions according to geographic origins and lesser extent to morphotypes. Two sub-groups of
oil types were discovered based on genetic and LC-MS datasets. The highly significant Mantel
correlations were found between dissimilarity matrices in all combinations of datasets except
with NMR. RF classification, a supervised approach, was also used to identify the distinguishing
markers, NMR bins and LC-MS peaks in pair-wise classifications of four STRUCTURE classes
as well as morphotypes. In addition, association studies were conducted to identify molecular
markers correlated SPAD value of leaf color under both vernalized and non-vernalized
conditions by using RF regression and unified mixed model approach, and also LC-MS peaks
using RF regression approach. The correction was done only for population structure in RF
regression, and for both population structure and kinship relations in unified mixed model
approach, but obtained similar results. The associated LC-MS peaks and markers were varied
according to vernalization treatment confounded with their growing conditions. Finally, the
correlation network analyses were conducted, separately, for targeted metabolites of caretenoid
and tocopherol pathway, and RF regression selected LC-MS peaks for SPAD trait under
vernalized conditions. The simple and partial correlation analyses were used to explore the
direct and indirect correlation of metabolites. The associated markers were integrated in partial
correlation network to reveal the genetic regulation of metabolites under the pathway. The
annotation of metabolic peaks and identification of map position of markers is essential to know
their biological relevance. Thus, these kinds of study can be used for to explore the relations of
morphotypes in a population and their distinguishing variables.
Key words: Core collection, multivariate statistical tools, random forest, variable selection,
population structure, association study, networking
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The genus Brassica comprises a large numbers of genetically diverse and economically
important species. Brassica rapa, the first domesticated Brassica species, has a long and
independent history of cultivation in Europe and Asia (Zhao et al., 2005) and encompasses some
key morphotypes: vegetable or fodder turnip (ssp. rapa, formerly subsp. rapifera, used for
edible swollen roots), oil-seed turnip rape or Chinese turnip rape (B. rapa ssp. oleifera, used for
seed-extracted oil), Chinese cabbage (ssp. pekinensis, an Asian heading vegetable with tightly
overlapping pale green leaves), Pak choi (ssp. chinensis, a Chinese non-heading dark green and
thick leaves with broad, thick, white petioles), Komatsuna including mizuna and mibuna (ssp.
nipposinica, many thin narrow serrated or non-serrated leaves (Takuno et al., 2007), broccoletto
(ssp. ruvo, a European vegetable with an enlarged and compact inflorescence), Wutacai (sp.
narinosa), sarson, and Caixin or Caitai (Paterson et al., 2001; Warwick et al., 2008; Zhao et al.,
2005). The oil seed type ssp. oleifera is further divided into sub-groups based on their growth
habit: winter and spring types (Zhao et al., 2005), and sarson into three types: brown sarson (ssp.
dichotoma), yellow sarson (ssp. trilocularis) and toria as a result of history-long breeding efforts
in India (Duhoon and Koppar, 1998).
A core collection of B. rapa, used in this study, consists of 168 accessions representing the
different morphotypes. Based on allele frequencies of AFLP markers, Zhao et al., (2007a)
identified four sub-groups: a turnip group, a Pak choi group, a spring oil group and a Chinese
cabbage group this core collection.
B. rapa is the most commonly consumed vegetable and oil seed crop through out the world
because of its high nutritional importance. Brassica vegetables are a rich source of secondary
metabolites and phytonutrients, including different types of glucosinolates, carotenoids,
flavonoids, vitamin C and folic acid, which have health promoting roles (IOP: Brassica
vegetable nutrigenomics, 2006-2010). Isoprenoids such as tocopherol and carotenoids are wellknown antioxidants; carotenoids are the main precursors of vitamin A synthesis (Zhou et al.,
2008). Despite some researches on the nutritional importance and availability of isoprenoid
compounds, the study on genetic regulation of the carotenoids and tocopherol pathway in B.
rapa is still insufficient. The unraveling of the biosynthetic regulation of carotenoids and
tocopherol, and finding genetic markers in Brassica associated with the presence and abundance
of health-promoting compounds is essential to improve the nutritional quality of commercial
cultivars.
Breakthroughs in high-throughput technologies and recent advances on statistical tools
especially in ~omics have exponentially increased the study of metabolomics. Metabolic
characterization is essential for quality improvement of plants, for instances, nutrient content,
colour, flavour, defense mechanisms. In an untargeted approach (also called metabolic
fingerprinting), a global screening of as many metabolites as possible is performed to generate
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quantitative measurements of compounds with largely unknown chemical structures, whereas a
set of metabolites in a selected biochemical pathway or a specific class of compounds is profiled
in a targeted approach, called metabolic profiling (Allwood et al., 2008; Dettmer et al., 2007).
Metabolite levels fluctuate according to developmental, environmental, physiological and
pathological conditions. The identifications of species-specific secondary metabolites and
differences in their levels between species are essential to know the species-specific metabolites
and to understand the interaction of the cell with its environment (Verpoorte et al., 2007).
B. rapa has a wide natural variation in phytonutrient composition and a large range of
concentrations, and the study of the biochemical diversity can play a complementary role in
metabolomics research. Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry (LC-MS) is used to detect
highly rich polar or semi-polar and thermo-labile positively or negatively charged compounds
(Weckwerth and Morgenthal, 2005). Mass spectrometry (MS) provides useful information on
the mass and is required to identify the molecular formula of the detected metabolites (Moco,
2007). It is known that no single analytical technique is sufficient to extract and detect all the
metabolites (De Vos et al., 2007), mostly due to ionization techniques, chromatography and
detector capabilities (Weckwerth and Morgenthal, 2005). Therefore, it is preferable to use a
wide spectrum of chemical analysis techniques for rapid, reproducible and stable analyses which
cover more different types of metabolites present in the biological sample. In addition, Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is a powerful tool to identify wide-spectrum structural groups of
complex mixtures of compounds from biological samples (Liang et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2003).
Unlike GC-MS, where derivatization is essential, and LC-MS, which is biased against less polar
compounds (Hendrawati et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2007), 1H NMR can detect all the protonbearing (1H) compounds including most of the non-polar “organic” compounds such as
carbohydrates, amino acids, organic and fatty acids, amines, esters, ethers and lipids present in a
sample (Ward et al., 2003). A combination of MS and NMR techniques is used here to have a
large coverage of the Brassica metabolome, and is reported as the most powerful and
informative to detect and identify metabolites from a complex mixture (Smith et al., 2006;
Verpoorte et al., 2007).
Phenotypic and genotypic characterization plays an important role in plant breeding and genetic
studies. The use of DNA markers has emerged as a powerful tool for the assessment of genetic
relationships and exploring the genetic make-up of collections of accessions. AFLP (Amplified
Fragment Length Polymorphism, (Warwick et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2005) and MYB
(myeloblastosis, (Diez, 2008) markers are very useful for genotyping and genetic analysis of
Brassica species. AFLP markers are highly reproducible and cost efficient, and can generate a
large amount of genetic information sampled across the entire genome rather than from a
specific location without prior sequence information in a rapid way (van Berloo et al., 2008; Vos
et al., 1995; Zhao, 2007). The MYB protein family, the largest transcription family, is involved
in metabolic pathway regulation (secondary metabolism), pigmentation, developmental control,
regulation of plant responses to environmental factors and hormones, and Myb genes are present
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throughout the genome of Arabidopsis (Riechmann and Ratcliffe, 2000). Diez (2008) reported in
a Master thesis that MYB markers such as AtMYB 28, AtMYB29 and MYB 34/ATR1 are
distributed throughout the genome and involved in the regulation of biosynthesis of secondary
metabolites, for instance glucosinolates, in Brassica species.
The application of multivariate statistical analysis tools is useful for the distinguishing different
groups of samples based on phenotypic and genotypic information, as well as to filter out the
markers or metabolites correlated with specific traits (Weckwerth and Morgenthal, 2005). In this
study, we applied both unsupervised multivariate tools (cluster analysis and principal component
analysis (PCA)) and supervised tools, such as random forest classification and regression which
uses a priori information.
Hierarchical clustering is an unsupervised classification technique which discovers and
visualizes group structure across accessions at different levels (Dopazo, 2007), while PCA is a
dimension reduction technique that allows to visualize and help the interpretation of groupings
of accessions based on linear combinations (known as principal components) of the original
variables preserving most of the information (Weckwerth and Morgenthal, 2005). These
statistical tools enable the visualization of morphological, genetic and metabolic coherence
based on their inherent correlative behavior.
Random forest (RF) is a machine learning statistical tool for classification as well as nonparametric regression with variable selection features which can identify the relevant predictor
variables even in complex interactions (Diaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andres, 2006; Pang et al.,
2006; Strobl et al., 2008). The popularity of this tool has been increasing within the scientific
community because of its ability to handle wide datasets with higher number of variables than
samples, high correlation among the variables (called multi-collinearity), large numbers of noise
variables, mixtures of categorical and continuous predictors, multi-class problems with high
predictive accuracy (Diaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andres, 2006; Strobl et al., 2008). It has an
internal cross-validation and few parameters need to be fine-tuned (Gislason et al., 2006). It
returns the most important variables which account for either classification of different groups or
which explain large parts of the variation present in a continuous trait of interest in a nonparametric regression approach (Pang et al., 2006; Strobl et al., 2008).. Here, we apply RF
classification to select metabolic peaks and genetic markers important in classifying the different
groups of the core collection. Additionally, the RF regression approach was used to identify the
metabolic peaks and genetic markers which are associated with leaf color, an important
morphological trait for the characterization of morphotypes.
Metabolic variation is the evident even in the samples from identical genotypes under wellcontrolled conditions. The variations of the metabolites depend on the levels of other
metabolites under the pathway. Metabolic networks can give a glance of the physiological
pathways of the plant at a particular development stage by visualizing the observed correlation
of metabolic variation (Steuer et al., 2003). Networks can either be based on simple Pearson
correlations or on partial correlations. Simple Pearson correlation shows the both direct and
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indirect correlation between the metabolites, whereas partial correlation used to filter out the
indirect correlation. A partial correlation measures the correlation between the two variables
after the influence of one or several other variables is removed or controlled (Khanin and Wit,
2007). Such correlations can reflect the underlying biochemical network of the pathways
(Morgenthal et al., 2006). Hence, a correlation network is a useful tool to get a “fingerprint” of
the underlying metabolic pathways. Metabolites or peaks with higher numbers of connections
are regarded as the essential compounds of a particular pathway. The integration of associated
markers in the network can benefit from additional genetic information based on markermetabolite connection (Khanin and Wit, 2007) as well as relatedness of the compounds, and can
help identify the unknown compounds.
In this study, a core collection of B. rapa species is used to explore the groups and sub-groups of
accessions based on the morphology, metabolic composition (NMR and LC-MS) and molecular
markers using unsupervised hierarchical clustering and PCA. Univariate as well as multivariate
statistical tools are applied to identify phenotypic traits as well as genetic markers which can
distinguish the (group?) structure and morphotypes of the core collection. Association studies
are conducted with the objective of identifying LC-MS peaks and molecular markers correlated
with leaf colour. The associated metabolic peaks are visualized in correlation networks to make
the aid in the interpretation of relationships, and are integrated with their associated markers to
discover the importance of markers as well as and roles of the metabolic peaks.
In addition, results of the targeted metabolic profiling of the carotenoid pathway of B. rapa
species is visualized with associated markerss in a correlation network, and compared with the
underlying pathway in order to get to know the relations between metabolites and makers. This
study will help to understand the variation at morphological, genetic and metabolic levels in B.
rapa species. Association studies and networking is useful to know the underlying pathways in
relation to genetic information.
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Chapter 2: Background of the data
2.1 Plant material
A core collection of 169 accessions of Brassica rapa with different morphotypes originating
from various parts of the world (Table 1; appendix) was studied to explore their morphological,
genetic and metabolic variability, and study the inter-relationships between accessions as well as
between variables over accessions. The morphotypes included were Broccoletto (BRO), Chinese
cabbage (CC), Chinese turnip rape (OR), Fodder turnip (FT), Komatsuma (KOM), Mizuna
(MIZ), Pak Choi (PC), Spring oil (SO), Vegetable turnip (VT), Winter oil (WO), Yellow Sarson
(YS) and Turnip green (TG) (Fig. 1). Within this core collection, a set of 31 lines consisting of
19 lines of Chinese cabbage (CC), 3 lines of Komatsuna, 4 lines of Pak choi (PC) and 5 lines of
turnip (T-1) were obtained from 5 plant
Zi Caitai Komatsuma
2
1
Sarson
Turnip green
breeding companies of the Netherlands (Takii
2
2
Broccoletto
Wutacai
Europe BV, Bejo Zaden BV, Nick , Seminis
7
2
Turnip rape
Chinese Cabbage
and Syngenta).
23
56
Chinese Cabbage (CC), turnip types (FT + VT)
and oil types (WO+SO+YS+OR) were the
Turnip rapa
43
dominating numbers of accessions in the core
Ciaxin
3
collection. These accessions were collected
Mizuna
Pak Choi
5
22
from various parts of the world by three gene
Fig. 1: Composition of a B. rapa core collection
banks namely the Dutch Crop Genetic
with number of accessions per morphotype
Resources Center (CGN) of Wageningen, and
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (Institute of Vegetables and Flowers (CAAS-IVF)
and Oil Crop Research Institute (CAAS-OCRI)) of China (Requena, 2007; Zhao, 2007). Two
accessions were kindly obtained from Dr. T. Osborn (University of Wisconsin, USA).

2.2 Morphological data
Morphological data were recorded from plants in two growing conditions: vernalized and nonvernalized conditions. For the vernalization, germinated seeds were treated with cold
temperature (50C) in a dark room for 31 days and then transplanted to the greenhouse (16 hours
light, 18-210C temperature). As a result the plants were vernalized to induce flowering and seed
setting. The dataset consists of 26 morphological traits on 164 accessions. The data were
acquired in experiments conducted in a randomized complete block design (RCBD) with 4
blocks in the March of year 2007. For the non-vernalized condition, seeds were directly sown in
pots without prior cold treatment. Altogether only 11 flower morphological traits in 2006 and
SPAD (a quantitative measurement of leaf colour) measurements in August of both 2006 and
2007 have been recorded. Thus, data from vernalized condition that have observations on all
traits (Table 2) were only analyzed using multivariate statistical tools to explore the
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morphological relations of morphotypes and their characterization. The traits were grouped into
four categories; flowering traits, leaf traits, flower morphological traits and plant architectural
traits. Among a total of 26 morphological traits, leaf color (LC), leaf edge shape (LES), petal
shape (pS) and petal color (PC) are qualitative traits, and presence of petiole (PP) is a binary
trait, which were visually scored on ordinal and/or binary scale. The traits had been recorded in
different measurement units; however, some observations, especially in floral morphological
traits of turnip rape, were missing because these accessions flower extremely late and seedling
vernalization does not accelerate flowering. The details of traits measured and their descriptions
are shown in Table 2. Only SPAD traits from both treatments (vernalized and non-vernalized
conditions) were used in a trait-specific association study. SPAD observations correspond to the
amount of chlorophyll present in leaves or leaf colour, where the transmittance of red light (650
nm) and infrared (940 nm) radiation through the leaf was measured with the help of a SPAD
meter (SPAD-502 (Minolta SPAD Chlorophyll meter)) (Requena, 2007). These measurements
were recorded per block in 2 days (between 10:00 and 13:00 hr) on the adaxial side of the
premature as well as fully mature leaves, and then averaged.

2.3 Marker data
The marker genotyping was done by using 218 AFLP and 141 MYB motif-directed markers on
168 accessions with few missing values. MYB markers target the largest family of transcription
factors of Arabidopsis, which are generally present throughout the genome of the Arabidopsis
but, sometimes, also appear in clusters (Diez, 2008). AFLP markers are generally more scattered
across the genome, however, this depends on the restriction enzymes used. Three primer
combinations for AFLP markers and 4 enzymes for MYB markers were used for marker
genotyping. Among these markers, 90 markers have known map positions in a reference Double
Haploid (DH) mapping population of a Brassica rapa cross (Yellow Sarson 143 x Pak Choi
175). Both types of markers are dominant markers.

2.4 NMR data
1

H-NMR is a powerful tool to identify the structural group of complex mixture of compounds
because of presence of hydrogen in almost all molecules of biological samples (Liang et al.,
2006, Ward et al., 2003). 1H-NMR, one-dimensional approach, measures the nuclear spin of the
H atom of molecules by using radio frequency pulses. The subsequent emission of radiation is
detected as signal of compounds.
NMR data with 236 bins in the range of 0.32-10 ppm, bucketed every 0.04 ppm, were made
available for analysis. The measurements were carried out on 50 mg sample (dry weight basis)
from each 166 accessions (5 weeks old) using 500 MHz Brucker and NMR solvent [MeODKH2PO4 buffer in D2O (1:1, v/v), pH 6]. The data were already scaled to total intensity as a preprocessing step so that each bin had relative area of the total intensity. Water bucket effects and
technical errors on 4.96-4.76 and 3.32 spectrums were removed before proceeding analyses. In
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comparison to marker and LC-MS datasets, two accessions; cWU56 and RC-144 were absent in
the NMR dataset.

2.5 LC-MS data
LC-MS (Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry) is widely used method to detect the heatlabile compounds, such as phosphates compounds, co-enzyme (CoA), isoprenes, alkaloids,
phenylpropanoids, glucosinolates, and flavonaoids. Unlike gas chromatography, a solvent is
used in the mobile phase to isolate the compounds from the samples and photodiode-array (PDA)
was used to break the compounds into varying sizes of fragments. Ionization can be done based
on positive or negative charge (Hall, 2006) but negative mode ionization was used in this study
to detect compounds such as, isoprenoid, flavonoids, glucosinolates. The fragmented masses
were detected by mass detection devices quadruple-time-of-flight (QTOF). Finally, LC-MS
result a 3-dimensional graph of chromatogram and mass spectrum consisting of signal intensities
(abundance), retention time and mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio value. Thus, chromatogram separates
the compounds present in original mixture of sample and MS provides their fragmentation
patterns which are unique to each compounds.
The dataset of untargeted metabolic profiling was provided for the identification of grouping
patterns of accessions, and discriminating metabolic peaks among different morphotypes. In
metabolic profiling, LC-PDA-QTOF-MS technique was applied to single-plant-samples of 168
accessions (same as marker dataset) at 5 weeks old (except few early flowering accessions were
at flowering stage) with 12 technical replicates from the accession CC-068 and biological
controls of RO18 and L58 accessions. Pre-processed signals for accessions where none of the
168 accessions had peak intensities greater than 200 value were deleted to prevent the effect of
noise signals, and hence, the dataset was reduced from 46779 peaks to 5546 peaks. Most of the
LC-MS peaks were represented by the combination of centrotype, mass and scan number in the
form of “centrotype_mass_scan”. The centrotypes had been assigned based on the multivariate
correlation of peak intensities of masses in combination with the scan number (retention time),
so that a centrotype consists of peaks that are correlated to each other and fall within the same
retention time window. Some peaks that were not allocated to any centrotype were coded with
the letter “A” followed by a number, for example A1, A2, A3 and so on. In metabolomic studies,
a transformation using the logarithm is essential to make a normal distribution with intensityindependent variance (Pietiläinen K.H et al., 2007). Here, a log2 transformation was done to
decrease the influence of very high values as well as stretch the very low values (Steinfath et al.,
2008).
In addition, a targeted metabolic profiling of 16 metabolites; folate, chlorophyll-a and -b, βcarotene, lutein and its derivatives, neoxanthin, violaxanthin, and α-, β-, γ-and δ-tocopherol of
carotenoids and tocopherol pathway were measured via. LC-PDA-QTOF-MS technique. Those
metabolites were used for network analyses.
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Table 2: Phenotypic traits used for the measurements of a core collection of B. rapa after
vernalization
Description
Trait type
Abbreviation
A. Flowering trait
Number of days from transplant till the
Flowering in time
DTF
appearance of the first open flower (days)
B. Leaf traits
Leaf length
LL
from base of petiole to tip of lamina (cm)
Lamina blade length
Lbl
Distance from the tip lamina to the fist lobe (cm)
Lamina width
LW
Lamina width at the widest point (cm)
Leaf index
LI
Ratio of Lbl/LW
Leaf area
LA
The whole surface of full leaf including lobes (cm2)
Leaf perimeter
LP
The edge of full leaf (cm)
Distance from the base of the petiole to
Petiole length
PL
button of lamina (cm)
Leaf lobes
LB
Number of lobs on the leaf
Visual score (1= dark, 2= high green, 3= medium
Leaf color
LC
green, 4= light green, 5= green-yellow, 6= yellow)
Score (1= Entire, 2= Slightly serrated, 3=
Leaf edge shape
LES
Intermediate serrated, 4= Very serrated)
Presence of petiole
PP
Score (0= absent, 1= present)
SPAD
SPAD
Chlorophyll content
C. Flower Morphological traits
Corolla length
CL
Symmetric length between petals (mm)
Corolla width
CW
Symmetric width between petals (mm)
Petal length
pL
Distance from base to the top of the petal (mm)
Petal width
pW
Petal width at the widest point (mm)
Petal index
pI
Ratio of pL/pW
Petal area
pA
The whole surface of petal (mm2)
Petal perimeter
pP
The edge of petal (mm)
Petal shape
pS
Scored (1=round, 2= oval, 3= elongate)
Visual screening of petal color (1=orange, 2= high
Petal color
PC
yellow, 3=Yellow, 4= medium yellow, 5=light yellow)
D. Plant Architecture trait
Leaf number
LN
Number of the leaves when the first flower opens
Plant branch
PB
Number of the branches at flowering time
Distance from the cotyledons to the top of the
Plant height
PH
plant at pre-mature stage (cm)
Distance from the cotyledons to the top of the
Plant final height
PfH
plant at mature stage (cm)
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Chapter 3: Study of morphological, molecular and metabolic
relationships of different B. rapa morphotypes
3.1 Materials and Methods
3.1.1 Cluster analysis
Clustering, also called class discovery, is an exploratory data analysis tool which sorts homogeneous
groups of samples across the variables into respective categories by maximizing the degree of similarity
within a group and dissimilarity between the groups (Wit and McClure, 2004). An agglomerative
hierarchical clustering algorithm was used to explore the relationships of accessions at different levels
(Dopazo, 2007). This algorithm first considers all the accessions as separate ones and then successively
groups accessions into larger and larger clusters until only a single cluster is obtained (Podani, 2001). The
Pearson correlation coefficient was used to calculate a dissimilarity matrix. This dissimilarity measure
makes groups of the accessions based on their patterns of observations rather than on the size of the raw
values (Wit and McClure, 2004) on morphological traits or metabolic profiles. However, Jaccard’s
distance was used for the molecular marker data because of its better performances in analyzing
asymmetric binary variables (Duarte et al., 1999; Everitt, 1980) such as dominant markers. The most
popular linkage method, UPGMA (Unweighted Pair-Group Method using Arithmetic average), a type of
average linkage method, was used to calculate the distance between two clusters. Unlike the single and
complete linkage methods, UPGMA grasp the information about all pairs of distances (Quackenbush,
2001), and joins two clusters having the lowest average distance to form a new cluster.
Cluster analyses of morphological and NMR data were done using the “pvclust” package, an
add-on package for R-statistical software, which assesses the uncertainty of hierarchical
clustering caused by sampling error of data through two types of measures: Bootstrap
probability (BP) and Approximately Unbiased (AU) p-value (Suzuki and Shimodaira, 2006a).
The BP of a cluster means the frequency of the cluster that appears in the bootstrap replicates
(Shimodaira, 2002). The BP has been widely used in many scientific studies; however, it is
biased due to use of constant sample size throughout the bootstrap replicates (López-López et al.,
2008), which may not be the case at population level. The AU test is newly devised multi-scale
bootstrap technique which reduces the bias in hypothesis testing (López-López et al., 2008;
Shimodaira, 2002; Suzuki and Shimodaira, 2006b), and controls the type-I-error (Shimodaira,
2002). Multi-scale bootstrapping procedure, in this study, bootstrap the samples with 10
different sample sizes (ratio of new sample size; N’ and original sample size; N ranged from 0.5
to 1.4 by 0.1 as default setting), and generated 10,000 bootstrap replicates of each sample size.
Hierarchical clustering was performed to each bootstrap sample to get the sets of bootstrap
replications of dendrogram, and computed BP for each sample size. A theoretical curve (z(N') =
v * sqrt (N'/N) + c * sqrt (N/N')) is fitted to the observed BP values along the different sample
sizes to estimate coefficients v and c, and AU p-value is calculated by using the equation AU =
Φ(-v + c) where, Φ is the standard normal distribution function, and v and c are coefficient of
each cluster (López-López et al., 2008; Shimodaira, 2002; Suzuki and Shimodaira, 2004; Suzuki
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and Shimodaira, 2006b). The AU p-value gives the probability of each cluster at population
level (Suzuki and Shimodaira, 2004). The greater the p-value, the greater the probability a
cluster is the true cluster.
High memory requirement in bootstrap procedure, especially for large dataset (LC-MS), and
lack of distance function for binary variables for marker data in “pvclust” package, GeneMaths
statistical software (Applied Maths BVBA, Belgium) was used instead of bootstrapping
procedure for cluster analyses of LC-MS and marker dataset.
The software STRCTURE was used to identify the groups/classes in the populations based on
Bayesian clustering approach, and assign the individual samples with their membership
probabilities of being in those classes in unsupervised approach. This approach classifies the
accessions into classes on the basis of their marker genotype under the following assumptions:
the marker loci linkage disequilibrium between subpopulations (classes) and in Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium state within a subpopulation (Pritchard et al., 2000)..
A supervised approach such as ‘classification’ is used to classify accessions into given input
classes; however, unsupervised approach such as ‘cluster analysis’ discovers the classes without
prior information. RF predicts the membership probability of each accession in a supervised
classification approach in which the class information is used as prior information. The
comparisons on the alignment of the accessions were made, in this study, among unsupervised
hierarchical classification based on different (morphology, marker, NMR and LC-MS) datasets,
STRUCTURE software given membership probability (using only the marker dataset) and RF
membership probability on different datasets (morphology, marker, NMR and LC-MS) with
prior information of STRUCTURE classification. Hence, these comparisons give a visual
evaluation of hierarchical clustering of accessions. The details of this random forest analyses are
described in Chapter 4.

3.1.2 Principal Component Analysis
PCA is the most commonly used visualization technique in multivariate statistics. It finds the
variability of accessions with minimum loss of information available in the dataset. Pearson
correlations between all variables were, first, observed to get the overview of suitability of all
the datasets for principal component analysis (PCA). PCA was done for the morphological,
NMR and LC-MS dataset using their correlation matrices to discover groupings of accessions
based on the patterns of metabolic expression level. All these analyses were conducted by using
the “FactoMineR” package in R-software (Husson et al., 2008). For PCA, LC-MS data were log
(base 2) transformed but for NMR, data were autoscaled with and without log (base 2)
transformation. For autoscaling, the mean of each bin was subtracted from individual
observations and divided by their respective standard deviation. Despite having various thumb
rules namely; 80 % rule, broken stick model (Zuur et al., 2007), Kaiser’s rule (eigenvaluegreater-than-one-rule), Horn’s procedure(Lattin et al., 2003), the most practical and commonly
used approach “elbow-effect” in scree plot was used to determine the number of PCs for score
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plots because of its simplicity, and high limitation on sample size on aforementioned thumb
rules (Lattin et al., 2003).
Score plots, a tool of PCA, were used to visualize the highdimensional data in lower dimensions (first
few PCs). Similarly, correlation-variable plots were made to visualize the variables (morphological
traits) space in relations to accession groupings, and to examine the cosine angles between variables.
The cosine angle between the traits in correlation-variable plot approximates the correlation of two
traits, while its length is proportional to the variance. Traits which are plotted in the same direction
have a high and positive correlation, at angle 900 they have a small correlation, and in opposite
directions indicate high but negative correlation (Lattin et al., 2003). For each PC, the loadings (or
weights) reflect the influence of the original variables on the PCs, whereas the scores (coefficient of the
PC) reflect the contribution of each PC in every sample (Colquhoun, 2007). Because of very large
numbers of variables and too messy figures without any variable groupings, variable-plots in case of
NMR and LC-MS are not shown.

3.1.3 Principal Co-ordinate Analysis
Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA), also called metric multidimensional scaling (metric
MDS), was applied for the marker dataset. It can be used to visualize any kinds (dis)similarity
matrices (Zuur et al., 2007); however, PCA utilizes only either correlation or covariance matrix.
The AFLP and myb markers, in this study, are dominant in nature and had properties of
asymmetric binary variable. Hence, Jaccard’s binary distance function was used to calculate
dissimilarity matrix instead of using correlation or covariance function. Similar to PCA, PCoA
reduces the dimensionality based on eigenvalue equation, and produces latent variables. An addon package “ecodist” was employed to visualize the location of accessions in low-dimensional
spaces in the R-software (Goslee and Urban, 2007a).

3.1.4 Mantel test
The Mantel test was used to evaluate the pairwise correlations between dissimilarity matrices
(Goslee and Urban, 2007b; Luo and Fox, 1996; Pissard et al., 2008). Since Mantel test uses a
permutation procedure to test the statistical significance of matrix correspondence with the null
hypothesis of random correlations, it is robust to correct type I error (Legendre, 2000) and
widely used in population genetics and ecological study (Telles and Diniz-Filho, 2005). Mantel
test yields Mantel r statistic based on the normalized Mantel statistic (equation 1). This statistic
is normalized via a standard normal transformation where the mean of the matrix is subtracted
from each element and then each element is divided by the standard deviation.
………..(1) (Dutilleul et al., 2000)

where, dX,ii’ and dY,ii’ for the distances between observational units i and i’, and
and are
the means of the distances derived from the observations on variables X and Y respectively.
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Mantel test resolved the violated assumption of independence by making random permutations
between rows and columns of either test matrix (Goslee and Urban, 2007b; Luo and Fox, 1996;
Smouse et al., 1986). In this study, only 163 accessions common to all datasets were taken to
avoid the influence of differing numbers of samples. Distances matrices were calculated from
autoscaled data (subtraction of the mean of each variable from individual observations and
divided by their respective standard deviation) in order to create distances based on the
correlation matrices (Lattin et al., 2003) because the Pearson correlations were also used in
clustering and PCA for morphology, NMR and LC-MS. Jaccard’s binary distance measure was
used for the marker dataset. An “ecodist” package in the R statistical software was used to
calculate all the distance matrices and simple mantel tests (Goslee and Urban, 2007a), whereas
Mantel test was conducted with 10,000 permutations .

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Cluster analysis and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
3.2.1.1 Morphological traits:
Applying cluster analysis on all 26 morphological traits from all 164 accessions, five groups
were identified at 95 % confidence level, marked by red box in Fig. 2; groups were mainly
composed of Mizuna, Pak Choi (PC), Oil (mainly SO form Bangaldesh and India), European
Turnip (ET) and Chinese Cabbage (CC) were identified. However, a mixture of PC and Oil (WO
form Pakistan and OR from China), ET and CC could be observed at higher level of
dissimilarity. Mizuna consists of only two genotypes. European Turnips were separated far apart
from rest of the accessions whereas, PC and Oils were in a close group, and broccoletto from
Italy were attached in the group of CC from Asia (Fig. 2). Numbers in red color in each edge
meant probability of each cluster (in percentage) to be a true cluster. The clustering of the
accessions based on morphological traits was generally in agreement with their geographical
origin and had good correspondence with the membership probability calculated through
random forest statistical analysis on morphological traits in vernalized conditions (barplot b), and
STRUCTURE class membership probability based on AFLP and MYB markers (barplot c).
Most of the company based lines were within the cluster of older accessions of respective
morphotypes indicating the possibility of similar morphological characteristics.
High correlation of the morphological traits (Fig. 3; Appendix) suggested PCA for good
visualization of genotypes in lower dimensional spaces, and dimension reduction by forming
orthogonal latent variables for easy interpretation. More than 50 % the total variance, (31.22 %
by PC1 and 23.87 % by PC2), was explained by first two PCs (Table 3).
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Fig. 2: Dendrogram of Brassica core collection based on morphological traits in vernalized condition with
Pearson correlation distance function and UPGMA linkage method, a-indicates geographical origin
(purple: Europe, blue: Asia, red: Company lines, green: America), b-Supervised membership probability of
being in four STRUCTURE classes obtained from random forest analysis on morphological traits, cUnsupervised membership probability of being in four classes calculated by STRUCTURE software using
markers. Colors in barplots b and c indicate skyblue: class 1, red: class 2, yellow: class 3, purple: class 4
and white: no class information.
PC1 resulted in good separation of European Turnips (ET) and Chinese Cabbage (CC) (Fig. 4),
where leaf traits (PL, LP, LL, LB, LA and LES) and DTF were accountable for ET and plant
architecture traits (LN, PB, PH and PfH) and LC characterized CC. CC had yellowish green leaf
color (LC) and were taller in plant
height at both pre-mature stage (PH =
Chinese Cabbage
70.02 cm) and at mature stage
(117.79 cm). PC and CC were clearly
distinguished by PC2 (Fig. 4), and
higher petal area (PA), petal width
(PW), corolla length (CL), corolla
width (CW), lamina width (LW), leaf
area (LA) and petiole presence (PP)
European Turnip
were observed in CC in contrast to
PC, however, petiole were present in
Pak Choi + Oil + Turnips
Pak Choi (PC) (Fig. 6). A small
group of Mizuna was identified in
PC3 which had high petal index (high
petal length but low width), Fig. 4: PCA-Score plot of 163 accessions of B. rapa core
collection based on 26 morphological traits with PC1
(dimension=1) and PC 2 (Dimension=2)
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elongated petal shape, leaf edge shape (LES), and slightly higher number of leaves (12) when the first
flowers opens (Fig. 6). Some traits; LA, LW, LbI, PfH and LC were seems more important in
distinguishing genotypes because of higher loadings in first two PCs (Table 4). Similarly, different levels
of correlation in terms of cosine
angle among the traits can be
observed in variable plot (Fig. 6)
Different colors in score plot
represent the origin of the
accessions: colors were not well
separated in PC2 and PC3.
However, all the Asian (red color)
and European originated (blue
color) Brassica accessions, with
few exceptions, were distinct in the
first PC. Like clustering, almost all
company lines and three American

Mizuna

Pak Choi
Chinese Cabbage

accessions were, interestingly, in
the closed with older accessions of
their morphotypes (Fig. 4 and Fig. Fig. 5: PCA-Score plot of 163 accessions of B. rapa core
collection based on 26 morphological traits with PC1
5).
(dimension=1) and PC 2 (Dimension=2)
Chinese Cabbage

Mizuna

Chinese Cabbage

European
Turnip

Pak Choi

Fig. 6: PCA-variable plot of 26 morphological traits in PC1 (Dim=1), PC2
(Dim=2) and PC3 (Dim=3) in B. rapa core collection.
Table 3: Variance and Cumulative variances explained by first few PCs on morphological traits
scored over 164 vernalized accessions
PCs
Percentage of variance
Cumulative percentage of variance
PC 1
31.22
31.22
PC 2
23.87
55.10
PC 3
9.58
64.69
PC 4
7.60
72.29
PC 5
5.36
77.65
PC 6
4.24
81.89
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3.2.1.2 Molecular markers
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Accessions

RC-144
SO-034
RO18
SO-039
YS-143
SO-035
YS-033
PC-099
FT-051
T-2
T-3
T-4
T-5
FT-086
SO-032
OR-209
WO-081
WO-084
WO-080
WO-083
WO-085
WO-087
OR-213
VT-012
OR-210
PC-022
K-2
MIZ-019
PC-076
cWU56
PC-105
PC-3
PC-4
CC-113
zct62
CC-071
MIZ-128
FT-056
VT-115
OR-211
K-1
VT-013
FT-097
KOM-041
VT-116
VT-117
KOM-118
VT-011
TG-129
OR-219
OR-216
VT-009
PC-191
TG-131
PC-185
PC-177
PC-193
PC-023
PC-1
PC-107
CC-095
BRO-103
PC-101
PC-184
PC-187
PC-172
PC-186
PC-189
PC-2
PC-171
PC-183
L58
PC-173
CC-048
CC-163
CC-072
CC-125
CC-061
CC-150
PC-078
CC-140
CC-161
CC-160
CC-168
CC-070
CC-112
CC-093
CC-059
CC-142
Kenshin
CC-11
CC-15
CC-6
CC-9
CC-12
CC-14
CC-5
CC-2
CC-3
CC-1
CC-17
CC-16
CC-8
CC-19
CC-7
CC-10
CC-13
CC-4
CC-073
CC-094
CC-062
CC-058
CC-057
CC-068
CC-141
CC-060
CC-049
CC-18
CC-153
CC-067
CC-114
CC-069
CC-165
CC-169
CC-167
CC-156
CC-158
BRO-127
K-3
VT-123
SO-031
SO-037
SO-038
VT-006
BRO-027
FT-002
VT-008
VT-007
VT-120
VT-044
WO-024
FT-004
VT-052
VT-018
BRO-025
BRO-029
BRO-028
BRO-026
BRO-030
FT-047
VT-010
VT-089
VT-092
FT-005
VT-045
FT-003
VT-119
VT-015
FT-001
VT-053
FT-088
VT-017
VT-090
VT-137
VT-091
T-1
SO-040
VT-014

b
c
European Turnip & Broccoletto

oil

Chinese Cabbage

Pack choi & Asian turnip mixture

Oil-II

Fig. 7: Dendrogram showing the groups of Brassica core collection based on DNA markers with
jaccard’s distance function and UPGMA linkage method. a-indicates geographical origin of accessions
(pink: Europe, blue: Asia, green: America, red: Company), b-Supervised membership probability of
being in four STRUCTURE classes obtained from random forest analysis on markers, c-Unsupervised
membership probability of being in four classes calculated by STRUCTURE software using markers.
Colors in barplots b and c indicate skyblue: class 1, red: class 2, yellow: class 3, and purple: class 4.
Four distinct groups; European Turnip (ET) and Broccoletto (BRO), Chinese Cabbage (CC), a
mixture of Pak Choi and Asian turnips, and oils were well separated in cluster analysis and were
in very good agreement with their geographic origin (Fig. 7). Oils were appeared in two subgroups, however, only three accessions (SO-031, SO-037 and SO-038) in Oil-II sub-group with
low membership probability and seven accessions (RC-144, SO-034, SO-035, SO-039, RO-18,
YS-033, YS-143) in sub-group Oil-I. The membership probability of each accession calculated
by RF was almost similar to STRUCTURE membership probability calculated based on
molecular markers. Like morphological traits based clustering, most of the genotypes of
breeding company fell within the groups of older accessions indicating the possibility of similar
genetic backgroups in their pedigree.
Principal Co-ordinates Analysis (PCoA) also showed three distinct groups of ET, mix group (oil,
Asian turnip, PC and CC) and oil in two dimensional spaces (dimension 1 versus 2) were well
separated. Similar to clustering, oils groups were also found in two small sub-groups, where OilII sub-group (SO-032, SO-034, SO-037, SO-038 and RC-144) was in close distance with Asian
turnip, PC and CC; however, Oil-I comprised of YS-033, YS-143, SO-035, SO-039 and RO-18
was distinctly isolated in PCo2 (Fig. 8). The coloring of the genotypes names indicates their
respective origin (blue: Europe, red: Asia, black: America, green: Company) which was also
well distinguished by PCoA. Only the first three dimensions had eigen value more than 1 (dim
1=3.07, dim 2=2.079 and dim 3=1.098) indicating those dimensions account for more variance
than that of one of the original variables.
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3.2.1.3 NMR
Oil-I

In NMR, cluster analysis was
not effective in identifying
different groups of Brassica
accessions through different
distance functions; correlation,
Euclidean, Manhattan and
data
techniques.

transformation
Pearson

Oil-II

Asian
Turnip

Pak Choi

Chinese
Cabbage

correlation distance function
European Turnip
was better than Euclidean
distance function because of
groupings of at least CC
groups in PC1. In hierarchical
clustering via multi-scale Fig. 8: PCoA-score plot of B. rapa core collection based on AFLP
bootstrap,
neither and MYB markers with PCo1 and PCo2.
geographical

origin

nor









STRUCTURE membership probability matched with the clustering, however, some patches of
Chinese cabbage, oils and European turnip were observed (Fig. 9).

b

c

Fig. 9: Dendrogram showing the groups of Brassica core collection based on NMR bins with Pearson
correlation distance and UPGMA linkage, a-indicates geographical origin of accessions (pink: Europe,
blue: Asia, green: America, red: Company lines), b-Supervised membership probability of being in four
STRUCTURE classes obtained via. random forest analysis on NMR dataset, c-Unsupervised membership
probability of being in four classes calculated by STRUCTURE software on molecular markers. Colors in
barplotb and c -indicate skyblue: class 1, red: class 2, yellow: class 3, and purple: class 4.
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NMR bins were highly
correlated with each other (Fig.
10; Appendix) because of wide
coverage of metabolites. In
PCA, albeit PC1 (45.42 %) and
PC2 (10.98 %) explained more
than 55 % of total variance
(Table 5), only Chinese
Cabbages (CC) were close
together (Fig.11). Origin of the
accessions (colored labels) did
not comply with PCA score
plot. Most of the genotypes
obtained
from
breeding
companies, especially CC,
were also in the groups of
Asian-originated CC (Fig.11).
Large number of NMR bins

Chinese Cabbage

Fig.11: PCA-Score plot of B. rapa core collection based on
NMR bins with PC1 (dim=1) and PC 2 (Dim=2)

had equal loadings on all PCs, however, almost all NMR bins of 8 and 9 ppm, and some bins of
1 and 6 ppm were important for positive impact on PC1. NMR bins 3.8-60, 3.68-60, 3.84-60,
and 3.36-61 had relatively higher loadings and negatively correlated with PC1. Although first
two PCs explained > 50 % of total variance; NMR bins had small differences in their loadings
values across all PCs (data not shown).
Table 5: Variance and cumulative variances (%) explained by top 10 PCs in PCA on NMR dataset
PCs
percentage of variance
cumulative percentage of variance
PC 1
45.42
45.42
PC 2
10.98
56.40
PC 3
6.34
62.74
PC 4
5.03
67.77
PC 5
4.32
72.09
PC 6
3.37
75.46
PC 7
3.02
78.48
PC 8
2.42
80.90
PC 9
2.08
82.98
PC 10
1.66
84.64
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3.2.1.4 LC-MS:
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WO-087
SO-034
SO-039
YS-033
YS-143
RO18
SO-035
CC-070
Kenshin
CC-112
CC-17
CC-10
CC-3
PC-022
CC-048
CC-067
CC-6
CC-9
CC-069
CC-094
CC-058
CC-160
CC-057
CC-073
CC-061
CC-15
CC-11
CC-19
CC-150
CC-059
CC-140
CC-153
CC-125
CC-12
CC-060
CC-068
CC-142
CC-16
CC-168
CC-5
CC-2
CC-8
CC-7
CC-13
CC-1
CC-4
CC-18
CC-141
CC-062
CC-113
CC-14
CC-169
BRO-127
KOM-118
WO-024
FT-051
RC-144
SO-037
SO-031
SO-032
SO-038
WO-080
WO-084
WO-081
WO-085
FT-001
FT-056
FT-097
OR-210
PC-193
VT-116
VT-117
CC-114
CC-095
PC-184
CC-049
CC-093
CC-165
CC-167
MIZ-128
TG-131
OR-209
OR-213
CC-163
TG-129
CC-072
PC-189
CC-071
CC-156
CC-158
PC-185
SO-040
KOM-041
VT-013
VT-009
VT-012
FT-086
WO-083
cW U56
T-3
zct62
PC-1
PC-105
PC-3
PC-4
PC-177
PC-173
L58
PC-107
VT-011
VT-089
OR-211
OR-216
VT-123
CC-161
K-1
T-2
T-4
VT-115
K-2
MIZ-019
OR-219
PC-078
PC-101
PC-186
BRO-103
PC-023
PC-183
PC-187
PC-2
PC-099
PC-171
PC-172
PC-076
PC-191
K-3
BRO-029
BRO-027
BRO-028
VT-044
FT-002
T-5
BRO-025
VT-008
VT-092
BRO-026
BRO-030
VT-052
T-1
FT-003
VT-014
VT-137
FT-088
VT-091
VT-007
VT-017
VT-120
FT-047
VT-090
VT-018
VT-006
VT-119
FT-004
VT-053
VT-045
FT-005
VT-010
VT-015

a
b
c

European Turnip & Broccoletto

Pack Choi & Asian turnip mixture

Oil-II

Chinese Cabbage

Oil-I

Fig.12: Dendrogram showing the groups of Brassica core collection based on LC-MS peaks with
correlation distance function and UPGMA linkage method, a-indicates geographical origin of
accessions (purple: Europe, blue: Asia, green: America, red: Company), b-Supervised membership
probability of being in four structure classes calculated in random forest on LC-MS peaks, cUnsupervised membership probability of being in four different classes calculated via STRUCTURE
software using molecular markers. Colors in barplotb and c indicate skyblue: class 1, red: class 2,
yellow: class 3, and purple: class 4
Cluster analysis on LCMS data showed the presence of four distinct groups of Brassica. Like
molecular markers, two small sub-groups of oils; Oil-I (SO-034, SO-035, SO-039, RO-018, YS033, YS-143) and Oil-II (RC-144, SO-031, SO-032, SO-037, SO-038) were discovered. The
Oil-II sub-group had lower membership probability of accessions of being placed in oil groups.
The membership probability of being in four classes calculated through RF analysis on this
dataset was in good consent with their origin (purple: Europe, blue: Asia, green: America, red:
Company) of accessions, and with the membership probability calculated using molecular
markers via. STRUCTURE software (Fig.12). Similar to morphology and marker, company
lines of Chineses cabbage were in close groups of Asian Brassica.
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Chinese Cabbage

Oil-II

Oil-I

Fig.13: PCA-score plot of B. rapa core collection based on LC-MS
peaks with PC1 and PC2
Table 6: Variance and cumulative variances (in %) explained by top 10 PCs in PCA on LC-MS dataset
PCs
percentage of variance
Cumulative percentage of variance
PC 1
18.06
18.06
PC 2
11.70
29.76
PC 3
4.74
34.51
PC 4
3.78
38.28
PC 5
2.81
41.09
PC 6
2.42
43.52
PC 7
1.92
45.44
PC 8
1.90
47.34
PC 9
1.75
49.09
PC 10
1.51
50.60
PCA showed two well-separated small groups of oil and a group of CC in correlation based
score plot of PC1 (18.06 %) versus PC2 (11.70 %). The accession origin (blue: Europe, red:
Asia, black: America, green: Company) did not correspond with the spatial distribution of
accessions (Fig.13). The variances explained by PCs were quite low where top 10 PCs had
carried out only 50 % of total variances (Table 6). Score plot in combination of either PC 2
versus PC 3 or PC1 versus PC3 did not give any new groupings of collections (figure not
shown). Variable plots on some combinations of first few PCs did not provide any information
to get idea of contributing variables of different accession groups (figure not shown).

3.2.2 Mantel test:
Simple Mantel test indicates highly significant correlation (α <0.01) between distance matrices
of morphological traits (vernalized), molecular markers and LCMS indicating high correlation
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among them. However, non-significant correlations were observed in all combinations with
NMR (Table 7) which was also observed in cluster analysis and PCA score plot.
Table 7: Mantel correlation between dissimilarity matrices
Dissimilarity matrix
Dissimilarity matrix
Mantel r p-value (2-sided)
Morphology
Marker
0.456
0.0001**
Morphology
LCMS
0.17
0.008**
Morphology
NMR
-0.018
0.70ns
Marker
LCMS
0.48
0.0001**
Marker
NMR
0.00224
0.967ns
NMR
LCMS
-0.0222
0.701ns
**
- p-value < 0.01 level of significance, ns- non-significant at α=0.05

C.I. (95%)
0.43, 0.49
0.15, 0.21
-0.048, 0.01
0.423, 0.52
0.045, 0.0435
-0.057, 0.007

3.3 Discussions
Brassica rapa, composed of several morphotypes, is a widely grown species for vegetable and
oil purposes in the world. Although B. rapa accessions are diverse in their geographic origins,
this study was conducted to analyze their morphological, molecular and metabolic relations.
The application of unsupervised grouping techniques, namely hierarchical clustering, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) on morphological
observations, molecular markers and LC-MS peaks revealed the clusters of 168 accessions with
good correspondence with geographic origins, and to lesser extent with morphotypes. A study of
genetic relations of the same core collection based on AFLPs also showed that the accessions
from the same geographic origins cluster together even if they were from different morphotypes
(Zhao et al., 2005). In hierarchical cluster analyses, the distinct groups of morphotypes;
European turnip and broccoletto, Pak Choi and Asian turnip, two oil sub-groups, and Chinese
cabbage (CC)were discovered based on 359 markers (218 AFLP and 141 myb) and 5548 LCMS peaks rather than morphological traits and NMR spectroscopy (Fig. 2, 7, 12). Clustering
based on both molecular markers and LC-MS peaks, accessions FT-047, VT-007 and VT-044
originated from Soviet Union, and accessions VT-006 and VT-008 from India fell within the
group of European turnip. Since the Soviet Union was a very large country, which spanned
Eastern Europe and Asia, we cannot be sure whether these accessions should be considered
European or Asian. On the other hand, European originated turnips FT-056 (France) and FT-097
(Germany) were close to Asian turnips. This could suggest that these accessions were developed
from germplasm from different geographic origins than their present growing area. Among those
accessions, FT-056 from France was also reported as outlier accession of European turnip
groups (Zhao et al., 2005). Similarly, PC-022 from Netherlands (only one non-Asian Pak Choi
in this study), was a strong outlier of Pak Choi group and close to CC in LC-MS profile. The
difference in growing area might affect the quantitative levels of metabolites or be developed by
crossing with CC. However, McGrath and Quiros (1992) reviewed hybrids between CC and PC
is less vigorous than that of CC and turnips. Oil types (SO and YS and WO) accessions were
clearly separated into two sub-groups based on LCMS and, to a lesser extent also the case based
on AFLP/myb markers, although the numbers of oil accessions were few in comparison to other
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morphotypes. Based on molecular markers, one oil sub-group (Oil-I) consists of three SO types
of Bangladesh (SO-034, SO-035, SO-039), annual oils (YS-033, YS-143) and Rapid cycling
(RC-144) at higher genetic distance with high STRUCTURE class membership probabilities.
The other oil sub-group (Oil-II) was consists of other three different SO types (SO-031, SO-037,
SO-038) with low membership probabilities (Fig. 7). Similarly, in LC-MS, the oil sub-group
(Oil-I) was composed with the same accessions as that of marker dataset; three SO (SO-034,
SO-035 and SO-039) and annual oils (YS-033, YS-143, while other SO types (SO-031, SO-032,
SO-037 and SO-038) were with WO types (WO-080, WO-081, WO-084 and WO-085) and
Rapid cycling (RC-144) in the other sub-group (Oil-II) (Fig. 12). But these WO types of
Pakistan were grouped together close to the Asian turnips and Pak Choi in dendrogram of
marker. Zhao et al., (2005) profiled similar accessions using AFLPs and also found two small
groups of oil types, the WO from Pakistan in one sub-group, and the annual oils- YS (originally
developed in India) and SO from Bangladesh in the other sub-group. Some SO types aligned in
both sub-groups in this study were together with YS in the one oil sub-group of Zhao et al.,
(2005). This shows that YS and SO formed a strong sub-group, which might be due to the same
geographic origins of these morphotypes in the history. The SO and YS might be from the northeast part of Indian sub-continent, and developed independently after the split of India and
Bangladesh. But other SO types mainly from India, USA and Germany form weak sub-group
with WO types in only LC-MS dataset. The LC-MS dataset contained large number of variables
which cover wider range of metabolites, but the available markers may not cover the whole
genome. However, we can consider WO types as a separate group from YS because it might be
developed separately from the western part (Pakistan) of Indian sub-continent, Although YS
accessions in this study were from USA and Germany, McGrath and Quiros (1992) reported that
they were likely developed independently in India. In this core collection, 31 company lines of
different morphotypes were also included, and they were grouped with older accessions of their
respective morphotypes indicating similar genetic backgrounds.
The allocation of the accessions in each dendrogram was compared with the membership
probabilities obtained by the software ‘STRUCTURE’ (based on allele frequency of myb and
AFLP markers) and RF classification (based on the respective datasets). Although RF
classification is a supervised technique which uses, in this case, prior information of the
STRUCTURE classification, those comparisons help to make a visual representation of the
classification of accessions by cluster analysis carried out on different datasets of this study.
Marker dataset provide the chance to compare hierarchical clustering and STRUCTURE
software groupings. But, in other datasets, STRUCTURE membership plot from molecular
markers can be compared with hierarchical clustering and RF classification based on
morphological, 1H-NMR and LC-MS datasets. Those comparisons show that the clustering of
accessions based on molecular markers are in good agreement with the LC-MS dataset and to
lesser extent with morphological traits.
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The hierarchical clustering on morphological traits was more powerful to distinguish broccoletto
from European turnips (Fig. 2) although the turnips traits were not taken into account. From
visual observation, broccoletto are, indeed, different for several morphological traits as
compared to the turnip groups. Broccoletto has relatively shorter leaf perimeter (LP), leaf length
(LL), lamina blade length (Lbl), lamina width (LW) and petiole length (PL) than turnips. In
addition, less number of leaf lobes but higher leaf number and very early flowering (32 days)
were observed in Broccoletto. Zhao et al., (2005) also reported strong stem with short internode
length and small flower heads as edible part in Broccoletto but turnips have a swollen
hypocotyls and tap root with varied shape and color. But these morphotypes were clustered
together in dendrograms based on the genetic and metabolic information. A previous study also
showed close genetic relation of broccoletto and European turnips based on AFLP markers
(Warwick et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2005).
PCA and PCoA were conducted on all different datasets to visualize the locations of different
morphotypes in two-dimensional plots and identify the distinguishing variables of those
morphotypes. PCoA, a variant of PCA, on molecular markers discinctly separated European
turnips and oil sub-group (Oil-I) from other accessions indicating their diverse genetic
backgrounds. However, CC, PC, Asian turnip and oil sub-group (Oil-II) were clearly separated
into sub-groups that were placed together in a big group (Fig. 8) indicating the more similar
genetic background among them compared to the European turnip group and Oil-I. In the case
of LC-MS, PCA distinguishes only CC and Oil-I in the first two PCs, which explain 29.76 % of
the total variance present in the LC-MS dataset (Fig.13). The results of cluster analysis and
PCA/PCoA imply that molecular markers and LC-MS analysis were more powerful to discover
the natural groupings of B. rapa than morphological and NMR datasets. In case of NMR dataset,
PCA was able to group only CC although they were not distinctly isolated from other
morphotypes (Fig.11), but not any grouping in cluster analysis (Fig. 9), which indicates 1HNMR did not distinguish groups of accessions according to morphotyes or geographic origins in
both cluster analysis and PCA.
In addition, the correlation of the dissimilarity matrices of different datasets that used for
clustering and PCA/PCoA were compared using Mantel test, where LC-MS and marker had
highly significant correlation (p-value = 0.0001), followed by their combinations with
morphology. But NMR had non-significant correlation with other datasets (Table 6). The results
of Mantel test also supported a good correspondence of marker and LC-MS datasets on the
groupings of accessions, followed by morphological observations.
Molecular markers provide the more reliable information at the gene level for the study of
genetic relations. Similarly, LC-MS has high sensitivity and specificity in the detection of the
metabolites even if present in low concentration, such as secondary metabolites on the basis of
molecular masses of chemicals. Therefore, more distinct groups were discovered according to
morphotypes or the geographic locations. But 1H-NMR is less sensitive technique than LC-MS which
detect only abundant and proton bearing compounds, such as organic acids. Besides, one dimensional
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H-NMR generates the overlapping NMR bins due to large numbers of contributing compounds and
multiple signals (Colquhoun, 2007; Widarto et al., 2006), that might hinder the separation of
accessions in this study. PCA on morphological traits distinguished CC, European turnip, PC and
mizuna. Interestingly, a group of mizuna morphotypes was discovered only through morphological
traits, such as high petal index (high petal length and low width), elongated petal shape, leaf edge
shape and relatively higher number of leaves when the first flower opens (Fig. 6). Among two older
mizuna accessions (MIZ-019 and MIZ-128) and three company lines (K-1, K-2 and K-3), only MIZ019 and K-2 formed one sub-group in both clustering and PCA, and MIZ-128 and K-1 were close
together only in the PCA (Fig. 5). Zhao et al., (2005) also observed the differences between two old
mizuna accessions, which was also supported by their growing regions, where MIZ-019 was from the
Netherlands, and MIZ-128 from Japan. These two small sub-groups of mizuna suggest that company
lines K-1 and K-2 might be closely related with MIZ-128 and MIZ-019 respectively or developed with
the breeding objectives of replacing the older accessions. European turnips were different because of
very late flowering, leaf morphology (longer perimeter, higher area, longer length and very long
petiole length) and plant architecture (less number leaf and plant branch) while Pak Choi, CC and
mizuna had distinct flower morphology (Fig. 6). The morphological traits, such as leaf color (LC), leaf
area (LA), and presence of petiole (PP) were accountable in distinguishing CC from Pak Choi. CC had
yellowish leaf color, higher leaf area and absent petiole in comparison with Pak Choi.
PCA/PCoA form new latent variables (called PCs/PCo) in the linear combination of original variables,
such as molecular markers, NMR bins and LC-MS peaks. In this study, PCA on metabolic peaks
(NMR and LCMS) and PCoA on molecular markers could not identify the variables accountable for
the different morphotypes. In stead, smear of variables were observed in variable plots of PCA/PCoA

because large numbers of variables had uniform loadings with small difference over the variables. This
analysis suggests that the individual molecular marker/LC-MS peak/NMR bin had non-linear relations
with small and interaction effects. Thus, this study was followed by a more powerful variables
selection technique, Random Forest, was used to identify the distinguishing variables.

3.4 Conclusions
B. rapa core collection has diverse morphological, metabolic and genetic relations, which
corresponds with the geographic origins and also with morphotypes. LC-MS peaks were capable to
distinguish two small sub-groups of oil, which also extends to some extent in case of molecular
markers. Moreover, morphological traits are also found important in isolating some of the
morphotypes, such as mizuna, broccoletto. Different morphological traits that distinguish
morphotypes were identified. Among all datasets, LC-MS peaks and molecular marker information
were in more congruence in grouping the accessions followed by morphological observations. But
1
H-NMR spectroscopy was not effective to distinguish the accessions in accordance with
morphotypes as well as geographic origins.
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Chapter 4: Identification of unique molecular markers and
metabolic peaks in distinguishing different morphotypes of B. rapa
core collection
4.1 Materials and Methods
4.1.1 Random Forest
Random forest (RF) is an improved version of the Classification and Regression Trees (CART)
method. However, CART builds only one classification tree but random forests build a
collection of multiple classification (and/or regression trees), and are, therefore, named “forests”.
RF uses both a boosting and a bagging strategy, where boosting reduces the both the variance
and the bias of the classification and bagging reduces the variance (Gislason et al., 2006).
Important features of RF are: good prediction accuracy, relatively robust to outliers and noise, it
returns useful internal estimates of prediction error and variable importance (Breiman, 2001), it
can handle the “small n large p” problem of high dimensional data and also complex interactions
of variables and situations with highly correlated variables (Strobl et al., 2008). RF can have
overfitting problem (Segal, 2004) and can estimate the variables importance for the both
classification as well as regression (Breiman, 2001; Gislason et al., 2006; Truong et al., 2004).
RF does not allow any kinds of missing values; data imputation was done by considering 20
neighbouring observations using Euclidean metric in a K nearest neighbour algorithm in
morphology and marker datasets. An “impute” package in R-software (Hastie et al., 2008) was
used by setting the parameters at maximum 20 % missing in row and 50 % column.

4.1.1.1 RF Classification
RF makes an ensemble of trees and may have many forests to produce an unbiased estimate of
the classification error (Pang et al., 2006). All trees are more or less independent of each other
because each tree is built by taking a bootstrap sample (random sampling of two-third of the
samples with replacement) of the original data (called the training set), and a random subset of
the variables (at each split as a candidate set of variables). Thus, the computational load is
reduced, and it can handle the high dimensional data (n <<< p) (Gislason et al., 2006). Each tree
is fully grown (unpruned) to obtain low-bias, high variance and low correlated tree. At end, RF
averages over all trees resulting low-bias, low variance and low correlated trees giving good
prediction (Svetnik et al., 2003). On an average, about one-third of the original data are not
sampled in training set, called out-of-bag (OOB) samples which are used as the test set. The test
set data (OOB samples) are then run down the tree to be classified by the random forest, and the
classification for the ith tree is predicted by comparing the estimate of the OOB samples to their
real class. Based on the majority of votes over the trees of the forest, the OOB samples are
assigned to a particular class. The classification error can then simply be estimated by
comparing the estimated class with their true class label. Thus, there is no need for an extra
cross-validation (Gislason et al., 2006; Pang et al., 2006; Svetnik et al., 2003). For the variable
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selection, RF starts with a forest using all variables in a random subset of variables at each split
node and then builds new forests at each step while discarding the variables with the smallest
importance (also called backward elimination). Thus, the OOB error rate is considered as a
biased estimator to assess the overall prediction error rate of the algorithm (Diaz-Uriarte and
Alvarez de Andres, 2006). The 0.632 + bootstrap method, which use a weighted average of the
re-substitution error (the error when a classifier is applied to the training data) with OOB error
gives the better prediction error rate of the classification (Diaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andres,
2006). The smaller the OOB error rate, the better is classification of the samples(Pang et al.,
2006).
RF randomly permutes the values of predictor variables of the OOB samples and then run down
the tree to get new classification. The prediction of classification of OOB samples in terms of
correct classifications of OOB samples is compared before and after permuting the predictor
variables and averaged over all trees. If the prediction accuracy substantially decreases after the
permutation indicate the association of those variables in the classification of samples (Gislason
et al., 2006; Pang et al., 2006; Svetnik et al., 2003). RF measures the importance of each
variable by mean decrease in the prediction accuracy and mean decrease in Gini index. Gini
index measure the impurity of split selection criteria in machine learning, such as RF, CART,
however, it is biased in favor of variables having higher numbers of categories and continuous
variables, and offering more splits in classification (Strobl et al., 2008; Strobl et al., 2007).
A web-based package of random forest classification, “GeneSrF” was used for classification
purposes (Diaz-Uriarte, 2007). GeneSrF can handle a large dataset and also deal with the
problem of multiplicity (lack of stable selection of variables upon the repetitive analyses). DiazUriarte and Alvarez de Andres (2006) suggested for considering the biological relevance of the
selected variables to address the stability problem. In this study, box plots on selected variables
were drawn to compare the relevance of selected variables in classification of the accessions.
GeneSrf uses the 0.632+ bootstrap method using 200 bootstrap samples to produce an unbiased
estimate of the prediction error. For this analysis, all the default settings were retained because
of no significant changes on its performances over wide range of settings except in extreme
cases (Svetnik et al., 2003). The default setting on parameter “mtry” (the number of random
variables selected at each node) for classification is the square root of the total number of
variables and number of samples in each end node (nodesize) is at one. The minimum node size
determines the minimum size of nodes below which no further split will be attempted.
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4.2 Results
4.2.1 Marker
In random forest classification of four STRUCTURE classes, 38 markers were selected as
distinguishing markers for those four classes. The markers were repeatedly observed on different pairwise comparisons of different groups present in this core collection. Among 359 AFLP and MYB
markers, 10 markers were found important in distinguishing class 1 versus class 2, 8 markers for class
1 versus 3, 24 markers for class 1 versus 4, 3 markers for class 2 versus 3, 24 markers for class 2 versus
4, 2 markers for class 3 versus 4, 4 markers for Chinese cabbage (CC) versus Pak choi (PC) and 4
markers for European (EU) versus Asian turnips (Table 8). The importance spectrum plot also showed
the clear differences between the markers
Fig.15A:
Fig.15B:
Fig.15C:
importance before permutation (original
data) and after permutation indicating the
higher importance of marker in separating
the four classes (Fig. 14; Appendix). Form
Fig.15D:
Fig.15F:
Fig.15E:
classes comparisons of class 1 versus 2,
class 1 versus 4, and class 2 versus 4, 9
markers (out of 10), 23 markers (out of 24)
and 21 markers (out of 24), respectively,
Fig.15G:
Fig.15H:
Fig.15I:
were found common with the 38 markers
selected on four STURCURE classes
comparisons. This indicates that class 1, 2
and 4 were the most diverse groups among
all groups (classes). However, 2 markers
Fig. 15: Class membership probability of accessions
(out of 2), 4 markers (out of 4) and 4 (RF classification based on markers) of being in: Amarkers (out of 4) of comparisons of class Class 1 in four STRUCTURE classes comparison; B3 versus 4, CC versus PC, and EU versus Class 1 with respect to class 2; C- Class 1 with
respect to class 3; D- Class 1 with respect class 4; EAsian turnip, respectively, were also in class 2 with respect to class 3; F- class 2 with respect
congruence with markers found important to class 4; G-class 3 with respect to class 4; H- CC
in all 4 classes classification, even though with respect to PC; I- Asian turnip with respect to
they had very few numbers of distinguishing markers selected. In contrast, all three and 7 (out of 8)
markers importantly selected in class comparisons of 2 versus 3, and 1 versus 3, respectively, were not
observed in the comparisons of 4 classes. Almost all different combinations of classes (groups)
comparisons had low classification prediction error, however, EU versus Asian turnip comparison had
highest error (0.148) followed by CC versus PC (0.085) and all 4 classes comparisons (0.083) (Table ),
and Fig. 15 also showed the high-misclassifications accordingly. All possible comparisons among the
different classes (groups), altogether 59 markers were uniquely listed, in which 22 markers have
known map position based on DH mapping population of Yellow Sarson 143 and Pak choi 175 biparental cross (Table 9).
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Table 8: RF classification errors obtained in pair-wise comparisons in Marker dataset
Comparisons
Class prediction error* Leave-one-out bootstrap error
All four STRUCTURE classes
0.083
0.122
Class 1 vs. 2
0.066
0.093
Class 1 vs. 3
0.055
0.079
Class 1 vs. 4
0.028
0.043
Class 2 vs. 3
0.037
0.053
Class 2 vs. 4
0.043
0.065
Class 3 vs. 4
0.025
0.038
CC vs. PC
0.085
0.107
EU vs. Asian turnip
0.148
0.179
*- Bootstrap (0.632+) estimate of prediction error.

4.2.2 NMR
Fig. B

Fig. C

Fig. D

Fig. E

Fig. F

Fig. G

Fig. H

Fig. 14I

Fig. A:

RF classification conducted in NMR
dataset selected 32 NMR bins accountable
for the distinction of four STRUCTURE
classes with prediction error 0.27. In
classification of accessions into pair-wise
classes, 14 bins were identified as
important bins to distinguish class 1
versus 2, 2 bins for class 1 versus 3, 32
bins for class 1 versus 4, 3 bins for class 2
versus 3, 4 bins for class 2 versus 4, 2 bins
for class 3 versus 4, 2 bins for CC versus
PC and 9 bins for and EU turnip versus
Asian turnip with different classification
errors for class prediction of accessions
and variable importance (Table 10 and 11).
The importance spectrum plot also
showed the clear differences between the
importance of NMR bins before
permutation (original data) and after

Fig. 17: Class membership probability of
accessions (RF classification based on NMR) of
being in: A-Class 1 in four STRUCTURE classes
comparison; B-Class 1 with respect to class 2; CClass 1 with respect to class 3; D- Class 1 with
respect class 4; E- class 2 with respect to class 3; Fclass 2 with respect to class 4; G-class 3 with
respect to class 4; H- CC with respect to PC; IAsian turnip with respect to European Turnip.

permutation indicating the higher importance of bins in separating the four classes (Fig. 16;
Appendix). In comparisons of selected bins, 12 bins (out of 14) of class 1 and 2, 24 bins (out of
32) of class 1 versus 4, 4 bins (out of 4) of class 2 versus 4, 2 bins (out of 2) of CC versus PC,
and only 3 bins (out of 9) of EU versus Asian turnips were in common with the bins selected on
all 4 classes classification (Table 11; Appendix). Based on selected bins, class 1, class 2 and
class 4 were appeared as most distinguishing classes among all groups of this core collection,
where high numbers of distinguishing bins selected in separate pair-wise classifications were
correspondence with bins selected in all 4 classes comparison. Among all these comparisons, the
errors for class prediction and variable importance (leave-one-out bootstrap error) were higher in
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the group classifications of Europe versus Asian turnips, four STRUCTURE classes, class 1
versus group 2, and class 2 versus 4 accordingly. Moreover, Fig. 17 showed the membership
probability of each accession of being in different classes during the RF classifications in
different groups’ combinations.
Table 10: RF classification errors obtained in pair-wise class comparisons in NMR dataset
Comparisons
Class prediction error* Leave-one-out bootstrap error
All four STRUCTURE classes
0.27
0.35
Class 1 vs. 2
0.22
0.275
Class 1 vs. 3
0.055
0.077
Class 1 vs. 4
0.066
0.097
Class 2 vs. 3
0.054
0.073
Class 2 vs. 4
0.147
0.198
Class 3 vs. 4
0.027
0.041
CC vs. PC
0.0791
0.113
EU vs. Asian turnip
0.393
0.425
*Bootstrap (0.632 +) estimate of prediction error.

4.2.3 LC-MS
RF classification used for variable selection to distinguish 4 STRUCTURE classes of
classification selected 64 LC-MS peaks (noted by centrotype_mass_scan) among 5546 peaks
(variables) with class prediction error (0.166) and variable importance error (0.23) (Table 12).
Those 64 selected peaks represented 31 different centrotypes, which indicates the possibly that
these signals represent the same compounds or compounds from the same chemical groups
(isotopes of a chemical derivative). Out of 64 selected peaks, only 21 peaks could not annotate
the chemical name, where 16 peaks were from 14 centrotypes, and 5 peaks didn’t have any
centrotype (Table 13).
Importance spectrum plot of top 200 peaks showed the clear differences between the importance
of peaks for the original data and that of random permutation (Fig. 18; Appendix). This plot
indicates that top 200 peaks did good job in classification of accessions into four classes, where
higher the differences, the higher the importance of peaks in differentiating four STRUCTURE
classes. The clustering based on these selected 64 LC-MS peaks gave similar distribution of
accessions with that of dendrograms based on whole 5546 peaks (Figure not shown).
In pair-wise comparisons, 3 peaks for class 1 v. 2, 5 for class 1 vs. 3, 2 for class 1 vs. 4, 3 for
class 2 vs. 3, 41 for class 2 vs. 4, 2 for class 3 vs. 4, 14 for CC vs. PC and 26 for EU vs. Asian
turnip were found important in assigning the accessions into different classes in the RF
classification (Table 13) with different classification and variable selection error (Table 12). All
the peaks (3 peaks out of 3) of RF classification of class 1 vs. 2, 2 peaks (out of 2) of class 1 vs.
4, 27 peaks (out of 41) of class 2 vs. 4, 3 peaks (out of 26) and 5 peaks (out of 14) were also
observed in RF selected peaks in the classification of all the accessions into 4 STRUCTURE
classes, however, none of the peaks of classifications of class 1 vs. 3 (5 peaks), and class 2 vs. 3
(3 peaks) were common.
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Table 12: RF classification errors obtained in pair-wise class comparisons in LC-MS dataset
Comparisons
Class prediction error* Leave-one-out bootstrap error
All four STRUCTURE classes 0.166
0.23
Class 1 vs. 2
0.117
0.152
Class 1 vs. 3
0.055
0.078
Class 1 vs. 4
0.053
0.074
Class 2 vs. 3
0.051
0.070
Class 2 vs. 4
0.117
0.162
Class 3 vs. 4
0.028
0.042
CC vs. PC
0.058
0.085
EU vs. Asian turnip
0.221
0.277
*- Bootstrap (0.632 +) estimate of prediction error.
Classification error for class prediction
and
variable
importance
classification were highest in

Fig. 18A

Fig. 18B

Fig. 18C

Fig. 18D

Fig. 18E

Fig. 18F

Fig. 18G

Fig. 18H

Fig. 18I

for
the

classification of accessions into EU vs.
Asian turnip, followed by the
classification
into
all
four
STRUCTURE classes, class 2 vs. 4, and
class 1 vs. 2 successively which was
also visualized in figure (Fig. 19).
The selected peaks in four classes
comparison were visualized in box plot
to see the level of metabolites present in
different STRUCTURE classes (Fig. 20;
Appendix). Box plots showed that
Centrotypes:
4108
(Isopropyl
glucosinolate), 4815 (Methylpropyl
glucosinolate) , 5400 and 4867

Fig. 19: Class membership probability of
accessions (RF classification based on LCMS) of
being in: A-Class 1 in four STRUCTURE classes
comparison; B-Class 1 with respect to class 2; CClass 1 with respect to class 3; D- Class 1 with
respect class 4; E- class 2 with respect to class 3; Fclass 2 with respect to class 4; G-class 3 with
respect to class 4; H- CC with respect to PC; IAsian turnip with respect to European Turnip.

(glucopyranoside derivatives), 5441,
8845
and
9223,
and
peaks:
A194_501_706, A190_388_1036 and A86_484_2174 were present only in class 1 (European
Turnip) whereas, centrotypes: 4932, 4990, 5248 (Kaempferol caffeoyltetra glucoside), some
peaks; 5236_708_784, 5236_707_785, 5236_1191_788 and 5236_1192_787 belonging to a
centrotype 5236 (Chlorogenic acid), and centrotype 9722 were only in class 4 (Chinese
Cabbage). Peak A62_449_632, and centrotype 5028 (Quercetin diglucoside), 7673 and 5600
were dominant in class 3 (Oils) and 4 (Chinese cabbage) but some of them were also in classes 1
and 2 (Pak Choi and Asian Turnip).
Two small groups of oils type observed in both cluster analysis and PCA, where SO-034, SO035, SO-039, RP-18, YS-033 and YS-143 were in one group with high level of 6882_666_1076
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and 5600_357_849 peaks, and low level of 8515_649_1410 and 8722_565_1442 peaks than
another oil groups consisting of SO-037, SO-038 and RC-144 (Fig. 21; Appendix). RF
classification prediction error was 0.03915 in comparison of two small groups of oil type.

4.3 Discussion
Accessions were classified by using RF classification approach, which can handle larger numbers of
variables (marker loci, NMR bins and LC-MS peaks) than that of accessions. The previous studies
reported its ability to explore complex interactions and non-linear relations of predictor variables, its
internal cross validation properties; few parameters need to be adjusted and better performances on
multi-class situations (Cutler et al., 2007; Barrett and Cairns, 2008). In addition, RF classification
approach was used for the estimation of variable importance and error rates in this study.
Molecular marker:
In RF classification based on molecular markers, CC (falls in STRUCTURE class 4) was the most
distinct morphotypes from European turnip, Asian turnip and Pak Choi (PC) because higher numbers
of markers were needed for the distinguishing those morphotypes in pair wise comparisons (Table 9).
European- and Asian- turnips, and CC and PC were close together because they showed differences in
fewer (4) markers. In a pair-wise comparison of Class 2 (composed of Asian turnip and PC) with class
4 (CC), high numbers of markers (24) were differ in their presence or absence between the classes,
however, few markers (4) had distinguished CC and PC morphotypes. This suggests that CC is close
to PC in their genetic background, but distinct from Asian turnips.
European and Asian turnips were differing only in four markers suggesting a very similar genetic
background despite being diverse in their geographic origins. Hence, those two geographically
different morphotypes might have been differentiated in a later stage of the domestication process.
Based on this study, oil morphotypes (represented by class 3) were more close to class 2 followed by
classes 4 and 1, which indicated that oils are close to Asian turnips and PC in their genetic
backgrounds. However, the identification of map positions of the molecular markers is essential to
know whether these markers are in the same position or not. Several genetic studies show that Brassica
accessions of different morphotypes are more related based on the geographic origin despite being in
different morphotypes (McGrath and Quiros, 1992; Warwick et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2005). This
study is also in agreement with those studies in showing that accessions originating from the same
geographic origins are closer than morphotypes from more distant geographic origins.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
Based on NMR metabolic profiles, classification of accessions into European- and Asian- turnip had
higher classification error for the prediction of classes as well as variable importance (Table 10)
followed by classification of four classes, class 1 versus class2, and class 2 versus class 4 in a
decreasing order. Class 4 (dominated by CC) was most distinct from class 1 (dominated by European
turnip), where 32 NMR bins had higher importance in differentiating those classes (Fig. 17). Fourteen
(14) NMR bins were able to distinguish class 1 versus 2 but only very few NMR bins were found
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important in distinguishing other pair-wise classifications. Although 9 NMR bins were able to
distinguish European- and Asian- originated turnips, the high numbers of miss-classification of
accessions were observed in class membership plot (Fig. 17-I) showing no prominent differences in
NMR-based metabolome for these two turnips. The results signified that European turnips differ
largely in metabolic composition from CC and Pak Choi. However, class 4 (CC) does not show a
distinct metabolic composition than that of Asian turnips and Pak Choi (class 2) which might be
because of close relation of CC with PC. And CC and PC differ only in two NMR bins (possibly only
two metabolites). Class membership probability plots (Fig. 17) also showed a large numbers of outlier
accessions in pre-defined classes suggesting either that NMR bins are not able to distinguish the
accessions.
A 2-dimensional NMR analysis might be more helpful to identify possibly distinguishing metabolites,
since this method improves the resolution by reducing the overlapping signals of NMR bins (Nilsson
et al., 2004). In another study of metabolic differentiation of B. rapa where response upon the attack of
herbivores was investigated, Widarto et al., (2006) suggested 1-dimensional NMR was not effective to
identify discriminating metabolites because of the overlapping of NMR signals and spectral
complexity. The relatively high classification error might be because of overlapping of chemical
compounds over the NMR bins. In contrast with the molecular marker and LC-MS datasets, cluster
analysis and PCA based on the NMR dataset in this study were also unable to discover the distinct
groups of morphotypes.
LC-MS
Similar to NMR metabolite profiling, the classification error was higher in the classification of
accessions into European- versus Asian- originated turnips, followed by classification of the four
STRUCTURE classes, class 1 versus 2, and class 2 versus class 4 (Table 12). But in contrast to NMR
and marker-based classifications, high numbers of LC-MS peaks were involved in distinguishing class
2 versus class 4 followed by EU- versus Asian- turnips and CC versus PC (Table 13). Class 2 is one of
the most heterogeneous groups composed of Asian turnips and PC, Asian turnip was more
heterogeneous than others in cluster analysis. This lead to select higher number of peaks in class
comparison including differential peaks intensities within Asian turnips morphotype. RF classification
resulted the slightly different numbers of variables as important variables during the repeated analyses.
Diaz-Uriarte and Alvarez de Andres (2006) also noted the stability problem for variable selection and
suggested to consider the biological relevance of the selected variables. Thus, we suggest to take
relatively larger numbers of selected variables, and to observe the biological relevances. In this study,
biological differences were visualized via. box plots graph (Fig. 20). The cluster analysis based on
those selected 64 peaks also showed more similar distributions of accessions to clustering based on
whole 5546 peaks (figure not shown). This indicates RF classification had good performance in
selecting variables.
The quantitative and qualitative differences of metabolic peaks, that were obtained RF classification,
were observed among the four classes. The qualitative differences were observed in two annotated
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compunds: a glucopyranoside-derivative (4,7-Megastigmadiene-3,9-diol, 3-Ketone, 9-O-[α-Larabinopyranosyl-(1->6)-β-D-glucopyranoside]) was present only in class 1 (European turnip) and
chlorogenic acid and some other metabolites (not yet annotated) were specific to CC morphotypes
(class 4). Also other morphotypes, such as Asian turnip, PC, oils have unique non-annotated
metabolites (many mass peaks do not have an annotation). Besides, other annotated and non-annotated
peaks had quantitative differences among the four classes (Fig. 20). RF classification was reported as
an effective method for the classification of samples and detection of unique peaks in metabolomic and
proteomic high-dimensional datasets since it can cope with multicollinearity situations, allows the
assessment of complex interactions of peaks, it does supposedly not suffer from overfitting problems
and allows estimation of the importance score of peaks (Beckmann et al., 2007; Barrett and Cairns,
2008; Enot et al., 2006). However, Segal (2004) reported the problem of overfitting in a study based
on data simulation because of unpruned tree in random forest.
In cluster analysis and PCA, oils were separated into two possible sub-groups, each with a small
number of accessions. The separation indicates the quantitative variations oil-metabolites between
these subgroups. RF classification was used to identify the distinguishing LC-MS peaks for these subgroups. Among six centrotypes, three centrotypes were present at relatively higher level only in Oil-I
sub-group (SO, YS) but the other three centrotypes were at higher level in Oil-II sub-group (SO, WO,
RC) (Fig. 21). This result signifies the presence of two oil sub-groups in B. rapa species. Thus, RF was
able to classify the different morphotypes with the identification of discrimination LC-MS peaks.

4.4 Conclusions
RF classification had good performances in classifying the accessions and also identifying the
distinguishing molecular markers, NMR bins and LC-MS peaks in all class comparisons as well as
pair-wise morphotypes classifications. European- and Asian turnips were less distinguishable as
compared to other pair-wise classifications in all datasets. Similarly, CC and PC were closely related
on their genetic backgrounds as well as metabolic contents but CC and European turnips were the most
distinct apart. However, the annotation of LC-MS peaks and identification of map positions of marker
are important to confirm the results.
In addition, RF classification made selections of molecular markers, NMR bins and LC-MS peaks that
were found important in classifying the accessions into different morphotypes. The qualitative and
quantitative differences of metabolites were observed among the morphotypes. The performance of RF
classification was better in molecular markers and LC-MS than that of NMR dataset.
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Chapter 5: Identification of LC-MS peaks and molecular markers
associated with leaf color of B. rapa
5.1 Materials and Methods
5.1.1 Correction of SPAD traits for the population structure and correlation
analysis
Plant genetic resources, even a single species, at a population level are genetically and
phenotypically diverse due to varied geography, natural and/or artificial selection, mutation,
migration, natural recombination and several spontaneous or induced factors. The B. rapa core
collection used in this study has different sub-populations due to their independent origin in
Europe and Asia, and long-history of domestication and breeding. Zhao (2007) also found the
presence of four groups (classes) of sub-population in this core collection in his Ph. D. studies.
The influence of population structure on correlations is very large and therefore it is necessary to
control for false positive associations in association mapping (Balding, 2006; van Berloo et al.,
2008; Yu et al., 2006). In this core collection, four distinct classes, identified using the
STRUCTURE software (Pritchard et al., 2000), were considered for mean comparisons to see
the influence of population structure on SPAD via. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The
residuals obtained from the ANOVA, which was assumed to be free from the influence of
population structure, were stored for the association studies. The model used for ANOVA was
yij = µ + Gi + eij, where, yij is the SPAD observation in the ith STRUCTURE group and jth
observation, µ for common mean, Gi for the effect of the ith STRUCTURE group (i= 1,..,4) and
eij for random error in ith group and jth observation.
Pearson correlations among SPAD traits of all three conditions (vernalized condition 2007, and
non-vernalized conditions 2006 and 2007) were tested to have an idea of how the same traits in
different conditions compare to each other. The significance of Pearson correlations was
examined using a simple student’s t-test procedure. All the ANOVA and correlation tests were
done using R-statistical software.

5.1.2 Random Forest Regression
LC-MS measurement and marker genotyping datasets have a very high number of variables
(5546 peaks in LC-MS, 359 markers) with respect to the number of samples (168 accessions).
An ordinary multiple regression approach can not handle the problem of “small n large p” as
well as multi-collinearity situation. Therefore, in this study, an RF regression was used for
SPAD traits (a quantitative measurement of leaf color) of all three conditions to find the
associated metabolic peaks and molecular markers, which are robust to handle those problems.
The main goal of a RF regression approach is to find a set of variables that best predicts the
variation present in a continuous trait of interest. The percentage of variance explained by RF is
defined as 1- (Mean square error (MSE)) / (Variance of response) where MSE is the sum of
squared residuals on the OOB samples divided by the OOB sample size (Pang et al., 2006). This
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measure shows the performance of set of variables by explaining the variation present in trait of
interest. RF regression yields two important measures; mean decrease in accuracy and mean
decrease in MSE for all the variables. The mean decrease in accuracy is measure by comparing
the true class label of the sample with the plurality of OOB class votes after the permutation of
random subset of variables (Breiman, 2001). The higher the amount of decrease in importance
measures is, the higher is the importance of those variables.
RF regressions on residuals of SPAD traits were conducted by using the “randomForest”
package of the R-software (Breiman et al., 2008). RF regression approach is suitable for
association studies especially in case of large numbers of predictor variables, where interactions
of predictors are present and no need to specify model (Lunetta et al., 2004). The number of
trees (ntree) was adjusted at 5000 because of computer memory limit; however, all other
parameters were adjusted in the default settings because of no significant changes on its
performances over wide range of settings except in extreme cases (Svetnik et al., 2003). The
default settings on parameter “mtry” (the number of random variables selected at each node) is
the one-third of the total variables (p/3) and the number of samples in each end node (nodesize)
is at 5 samples. The node size determines the minimum size of nodes below which no further
split will be attempted.

5.1.3 Unified mixed model
An association mapping study was also conducted for different SPAD traits separately in a
unified mixed model approach using the software TASSEL (Zhang et al., 2006). This mixedmodel approach takes into account multiple levels of relatedness and has good control of type I
and type II error rates over other methods (Yu et al., 2006). A population matrix (Q-matrix) and
a kinship matrix (K-matrix) were used in the mixed model (Q + K method), hence, named a
unified mixed model. Marker data was used to calculate the Q-matrix in a Bayesian approach
via. STRUCTURE software (Pritchard et al., 2000) and the K-matrix in the TASSEL software.
Q-matrix provides the genetic relation between the different groups of a population while Kmatrix measures the relatedness of accessions with a group. The statistical model of the Q + K
method employed in TASSEL is:
y = Xβ + Zu + e
where y is the trait of interest (here: SPAD); β is an unknown vector containing fixed effects,
including genetic markers and population structure (Q); u is an unknown vector of random
additive genetic effects from multiple background QTL for individuals/lines; X and Z are the
known design matrices containing the marker information; and e is the unobserved vector of
random residual. The u and e vectors are assumed to be normally distributed with null mean and
variance of
where G = σ2aK with σ2a as the additive genetic variance and K is the kinship
matrix. Homogeneous variance was assumed for residual errors, which means R=Iσ2e, where σ2e is
the residual variance. And σ2a and σ2e are calculated by Restricted Maximum likelihood (REML)
approach (Bradbury et al., 2007).
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5.2 Result
Results of association studies of LC-MS peaks and molecular markers with SPAD traits of
vernalized conditions 2007, non-vernalized condition 2006 as well as 2007 were presented in the
subsequent sections.

5.2.1 Summary statistics of SPAD traits:
5.2.1.1 Mean comparison of four STRUCTURE classes:
The means of SPAD values from accessions from the four STRUCTURE classes were compared
for vernalized SPAD of 2007, non-vernalized SPAD of both 2006 and 2007 in one-way
ANOVA test. SPAD of vernalized (p-value=0.0003), SPAD non-vernalized 2006 (pvalue=0.0007) and SPAD non-vernalized 2007 (p-value=0) were highly significant, however
class 1 in for data vernalized SPAD 2007, class 2 for data non-vernalized SPAD 2006, and class
1 and 2 of non-vernalized 2007 were only significantly different from the other groups in that
experiment at LSD (at 5 % level) in multiple comparisons (Table 14). In relation to SPAD trait,
two clear groups of accessions were found where class 1 had higher mean SPAD trait value
indicating dark leaf color in the year 2007 but class 2 was darker in year 2006. Albeit this
analysis might be biased because of varied number of accessions among the classes, the general
ideas can be drawn regarding the effects of different classes of this core collection on association
studies.
Table 14: Summary statistics of SPAD traits across the STRUCTURE classes
Growing
Statistical
STRUCTURE classes
conditions
summary
Class 1
Class2
Class3
Class4
a
b
b
Vernalized 2007 Mean
36.10
33.62
31.06
30.67b
# of samples
38
69
8
48
Std. error
0.941
0.699
2.052
0.838
b
a
b
Non-vernalized Mean
33.93
35.74
30.78
31.66b
2006
# of samples
38
69
8
48
Std. error
0.899
0.667
1.960
0.800
34.461a
Non-vernalized Mean
37.56a
29.867b
28.186b
2007
# of samples
37
68
8
48
Std. error
1.079
0.796
2.320
0.947
a
b
b
indicates the significant mean differences from , and vice versa in

LSDat
0.05

3.346
3.195
3.795
-

5.2.1.2 Correlation of SPAD traits grown in different conditions and years:
Pearson correlations of SPAD vernalized 2007 with SPAD 2006 and SPAD 2007 of nonvernalized conditions was 0.45 and 0.49 respectively. In spite of being different years,
correlation between SPAD 2006 and SPAD 2007 within the non-vernalized condition was
higher (r = 0.66) than with vernalized condition. This might be the reasons for getting different
associated markers as well as LC-MS peaks in relation to SPAD traits measured even in the
same years.
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5.2.2 Association study of LC-MS peaks with SPAD traits
In RF regression of LC-MS peaks on the
residuals of SPAD traits of three different
growing conditions, the top 30 peaks were
selected from 5546 peaks based on the
contribution of each peaks in decreasing error
mean sum of square (%IncMSE). Among the
top 30 peaks selected for SPAD of vernalized
condition of 2007, 24 peaks were within 22
centrotypes while 6 peaks had unknown
centrotype (alphabetic code; for example A769,
A61 and so on) (Table. 15 and Fig. 22). The
variance explained was very low (R2=2.28 %).

Fig. 23: RF regression selected the top 30 LC-MS peaks for
SPAD residuals on non-vernalized condition in 2006. Red color
indicates common peaks common with vernalized condition and
blue color indicate common within non-vernalized condition.

Fig. 22: RF regression selected the top 30 LC-MS peaks for
SPAD residuals on vernalized condition in 2007 year. Red
color indicates common peaks with non-vernalized condition.

Fig. 24: RF regression selected the top 30 LC-MS peaks for
SPAD residuals on non-vernalized condition in 2007. Red
color indicates common peaks common with vernalized
condition and blue color indicate common within nonvernalized condition.

Similarly, 25 known centrotypes and 2 peaks with unknown centrotype in the top 30 selected peaks
found important in explaining the variances of SPAD trait under the non-vernalized condition
(R2=22.39 %) of 2006 (Fig. 23). In case of non-vernalized condition of 2007, the top 30 peaks
consisting of 20 centrotypes were importantly associated with SPAD trait (R2=21.44 %) (Fig. 24).
Within non-vernalized condition, 8 centrotypes consisting of 12 (based on MSE) and 15 peaks
(based on node purity) from SPAD 2006, and 15 peaks (based on MSE) and 16 peaks (Node purity)
from SPAD 2007 were found common (Table 15). Hence, these common peaks could signify the
important compounds in relation to SPAD traits of Brassica under non-vernalized condition.
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However, only two centrotypes, namely; 5441, 9834 and one peak: A60_448_872 associated with
SPAD of vernalized condition of 2007 were matched with peaks selected for non-vernalized SPAD
2006, and with only two peaks; 9834_457_1891 (based on MSE) and 4867_175_698 (based on node
purity) of non-vernalized SPAD 2007 (Table 15). The selection of different peaks for SPAD traits of
vernalized and non-vernalized conditions is in agreement with the low correlation between SPAD of
these two conditions.

5.2.3 Association study of molecular marker with SPAD traits
In RF regression of markers with residuals of all SPAD traits, four markers, namely; pTAmCAC.90.2,
Mse.M476.5, Rsa.M385.1 and Alu.M394.5 were found highly associated with SPAD trait of
vernalized condition, 2007 (Fig. 25), and RF regression explained 8.11 % variances of SPAD on this
condition. In association mapping studies via TASSEL software, pTAmCAC.90.2 and Alu.M394.5
were also significantly (p-value = 0.05) associated with SPAD vernalized condition.
In non-vernalized condition, SPAD was measured in 2006 and 2007, and association mapping studies
were done separately in both conditions. RF regression showed markers; Hae.M461.3,
pGGmCAA154.10. Markers pTAmCAC-181.4 and pTAmCAT336.9 were the top most variable
accordingly with high impact on explaining the variances of non-vernalized SPAD 2006 (Fig. 27).
Same markers were also found the most importantly associated with non-vernalized SPAD under 2007,
moreover, one more marker; Hae288.8 was also highly associated (Fig. 29). Also in association
mapping studies from TASSEL software, the same markers as found in RF regression analyses were
the most significant markers. pTAmCAT.336.9 (p-value=0.0013), Hae.M461.3 (p-value=0.0014),
pTAmCAC.438 (p-value=0.0024), pGGmCAA.154.10 (p-value=0.0024), Mse.M271.2 (pvalue=0.0027) and pTAmCAC.181.4 (p-value=0.0062) were the top most important markers. Out of
top five markers obtained from RF regression, top three markers selected from RF regression were
same as TASSEL’s result. In these RF regressions, 359 markers explained 10.14 % and 8.98 %
variance of non-vernalized SPAD 2006 and 2007 respectively. Box plots in Fig. 26, 28, 30 (see
appendix) showed only few markers seem associated with SPAD trait under different conditions.

Fig. 25: List of the selected markers on
RF regression on the residuals of SPAD
on vernalized 2007

Fig. 27: List of the selected markers on RF Fig. 29: List of the selected markers on RF
regression on the residual of SPAD on Non- regression on the residual of Non-vernalized
SPAD 2007
vernalized 2006
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5.3 Discussion
Association study of LC-MS peaks with SPAD traits:
LC-MS peaks associated with SPAD was selected in order to identify metabolites involved in
leaf color (measured by SPAD) of B. rapa. The differences in leaf color as well as associated
LC-MS peaks were observed between with- and without- vernalization treatment. Among the
top 30 LC-MS peaks association with SPAD under vernalized condition, 24 peaks were from 22
centrotypes, suggesting the possibility of 22 different compounds; however, the remaining 6
peaks did not have a centrotype assigned. Those peaks with unknown centrotype might be
different compounds.
Under the non-vernalized condition, eight centrotypes consisting of 11 peaks associated with
SPAD traits of plants grown in 2006 and 15 peaks from plants grown in 2007 were in agreement
despite the different growing years. Those 8 centrotypes most probably are the important
compounds that are involved in leaf color development under non-vernalized condition. The
remaining peaks were not in agreement with the peaks found under the non-vernalized treatment
indicating a high influence of environmental conditions, even though plants were grown in a
similar growth season (August). In comparison with peaks selected for SPAD of vernalized
plants, only three centrotypes and one
unidentified peak were in common. Those
common centrotypes and peaks suggest a set
of basic compounds which are essential for
development of different colors.
The SPAD correlation was higher within the
non-vernalized conditions despite grown in
the same seasons of different years than that
of vernalized plants grown in the same year
but in different seasons. This showed that
Fig. 31: Changing patterns of SPAD values
leaf color was influenced under the different in different morphotypes under with and
treatments and growing seasons. Under these without vernalization treatments.
two treatments, only the light condition was
different because of growing the plants in different months. Vernalized plants were grown in
March 2006 and non-vernalized plants were grown and transplanted in August (in both 2006 and
2007) when the day length is longer and the intensity of light is higher. Besides, vernalized
plants also develop faster and vigorously that may allocate metabolites to, for example flowers
and other reproductive parts earlier. Although the mean SPAD values varied only in class 1 and
2 under with- and without- vernalization treatment (Table 15), the variation SPAD values were
observed on morphotypes (Fig. 31). Morphotypes, such as VT, KOM, TG had higher SPAD
value under vernalized condition but other morphotypes had high variation. The differences in
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effect. A separate study is needed to partition the effect of vernalization and / or light in leaf
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color development. The annotation of selected centrotype or peaks is essential to know the
biological relevance of the compounds related to leaf color in B. rapa. Some of the earlier
studies also reported the influence of vernalization on the growth and development of
morphological traits. Guo et al (2004) found an increased number of inflorescence branches, and
reduction of stem diameter, final leaves number and final plant height under vernalization
treatment in B. oleracea. Burton et al (2008) observed a significant reduction of leaf number in
vernalized B. napus. During vernalization, the exposure to low temperature slows down the
plant growth and development, and the plant resumes normal growth only after being transferred
to the higher temperatures. However, for many accessions flowering time is seriously reduced,
so they show quicker development with less vegetative growth. Because of the late initiation of
plant growth and development, the characteristics of morphological traits are affected by
vernalization. A significant variation on leaf angle, length and shape but no effect on leaf ratio
(leaf blade length divided by total leaf length) was also recorded due to the effect of
vernalization in Arabidopsis thaliana (Hopkins et al., 2008). However, there was no previous
study regarding the effects of vernalization with respect to leaf color of B. rapa accessions, and
further study is necessary to confirm the changes in leaf color under vernalized and nonvernalized conditions.
Association study of markers with SPAD traits:
RF regression and a mixed model are two different approaches that were used to identify
markers associated with SPAD under vernalization and non-vernalization. In the RF regression
approach, SPAD under three different conditions (vernalized 2007, non-vernalized 2006 and
2007) were first corrected for the possible influence of population structure, and then used for
marker-trait association studies. Zhao et al., (2007a) found that the correction for population
structure significantly reduces the number of false positive results in marker-trait associations in
almost similar B. rapa core collection to the one used in this study. The top most markers (two
in vernalized and six in non-vernalized conditions) were found in common in both approaches.
However, association mapping, which takes into account the population structure does not
sufficiently address the complex pattern of relatedness of all the accessions (Zhao et al., 2007b).
Yu et al., (2006) suggested to include both population structure (Q-matrix) and kinship
information (K-matrix) to have better control of spurious marker-trait association than correcting
for only one matrix. This mixed model approach includes both population structure (in the Qmatrix) and individual relatedness within and between populations (in the kinship or K-matrix)
to correct for multiple levels of relatedness rather than only population structure. This approach
had a better performance on controlling both false positives (type I error) and false negatives
(type II error) with higher statistical power than a simple regression approach, and also higher
than association analysis considering only kinship relatedness (Yu and Buckler, 2006; Yu et al.,
2006; Zhao et al., 2007b). RF regression approach can also be used for association studies and it
gave the similar markers in this study, with that of the mixed model approach. Although, RF
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regression approach is not commonly used for association studies, Lunnetta et al., (2004) used it
for genome-wide association study of SNP markers with complex human diseases and reported a
better performance than standard univariate methods especially in high dimensional data. RF
regression can handle large numbers of predictors with small effects using their interaction
(Lunnetta et al., 2004); however, other regression methods such as lasso regression, elastic net
cannot handle the interaction effects of predictor variables (Personal communication C.
Maliepaard).
This study showed that RF regression had a comparable performance with mixed model without
necessity of calculating K-matrix separately like in the mixed model approach. Zhu et al., (2008)
suggested to use sufficient numbers of co-dominant molecular markers (for example; SSR
markers) rather than dominant markers (for example; RAPD, AFLP, myb) distributed across the
genome in calculating population structure and familial relatedness of individual accessions.
However, only 359 AFLP markers were used for this study, where only 90 markers have their
map position. Hence, we are not sure whether these markers are sufficient in number and welldistributed across the whole genome. Therefore, the assignment of map position to markers and
maintenance of sufficient markers through out the genome is essential to confirm these results
and to draw the conclusion on the necessity of the calculation of kinship relatedness of
accessions for the association study.
Similar to LC-MS peaks-SPAD association, the similarity in marker-trait association was found
for SPAD traints under non-vernalized treatment (2006 and 2007) than that of vernalized (2007).
Among the top 30 RF selected markers, 9 markers were in common in association with SPAD
under both vernalilzed and non-vernalized conditions, and 12 markers were common with nonvernalized conditions. However the common markers found within non-vernalized condition
were in the top rank with high importance (marked by red box in Fig. 25, 27, 29). Zhao et al.,
(2007a) also found no correlation in days to flowering (DF) trait under with- and withoutvernalization. The previous literatures reported the effect of vernalization treatment on
morphological traits (discussed earlier). Thus, this suggests that SPAD might have different
QTLs under these two conditions. In a QTL mapping study in a doubled haploid population
(namely DH68) of a cross YS 143 x PC 175 under non-vernalized treatment, the same QTLs
had recorded for SPAD of two different growing seasons; April and August in 2007 (Personal
communication: Dunia Pino Del Carpio), which supports the similarity in the results of
association studies within the non-vernalized treatment. But the markers for those QTLs were
different from the results of this study, which might be because of different mapping population
as well as allelic frequency. The oil type accessions, such as YS-143 (one of the parents of
DH68) were very few (only 8 accessions) in core collection, which cause the variation in allelic
frequency. Therefore, it is important to take into account for the effect of vernalization treatment
and growing conditions when carrying out metabolic and genetic studies in B. rapa accessions.
Box plots in Fig. 26, 28 and 30 showed the smaller differences in SPAD trait with respect to
marker alleles indicating no strong association of marker-SPAD trait. Reasonably, the SPAD
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trait could have relatively less variation in this population or the associated markers may not be
representing the genomic regions contributing leaf color development. The SPAD value of
different morphotypes in Fig. 31 also explained relatively small range of variation within each
growing condition. Thus, the use of population with wider variability in leaf color or genetargeted markers genotyping could be helpful for further research.

5.4 Conclusions
The effects of vernalization together with light conditions during plant growth were discovered
in identifying LC-MS peaks and makers associated with SPAD traits in B. rapa accessions,
which indicate the influences of environmental factors on metabolic profile as well as genetic
factors of leaf color development. RF regression only with structure correction had comparable
performances with unified mixed model approach correcting including both population structure
and kinship relations of the accessions.
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Chapter 6: Network Analysis of metabolic peaks associated with
carotenoid pathway and leaf color of B. rapa
6.1 Materials and Methods
A Network is an extended form of graph with additional information on the vertices and the edges of
the graph (de Nooy et al., 2005). In marker integrated metabolites networks, the vertices are
metabolites (or LC-MS peaks) and markers, and edges correspond to their correlations, where an
edge is given between vertices if the metabolite-metabolite correlations or marker-metabolite
associations are higher than some pre-defined thresholds. Simple Pearson correlations and partial
correlations were calculated to construct metabolic correlation networks. The stronger the
correlations, the thicker the edges while the higher the degree of connections, the bigger the size of
vertices. Hence, correlation networks give a good visualization of how metabolites are related to
each other, and also give the functional and regulation relations of metabolites by comparing them
with known biochemical pathway (Ursem et al., 2008). For the construction of the metabolic
networks, Pearson correlations were estimated for 16 targeted metabolites, and also for 30 unknown
metabolites selected by random forest (regression approach) statistical analysis on the SPAD trait
(vernalized condition 2007). Correlations were calculated after correction for population structure to
remove the spurious correlations. This was done by storing residuals of metabolites in analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with four structure groups, and then the correlations were calculated on those
residuals.
In the simple Pearson correlations (zero-order correlations), there may be overestimation of
correlations because of both direct and indirect relations between metabolites. This also estimates
false correlations between two metabolites, which might be because of other metabolites of the
pathway. Thus, those networks may not have straightforward correspondence with the underlying
metabolic reaction network (Khanin and Wit, 2007; Morgenthal et al., 2006; Steuer et al., 2003).
Partial correlation coefficients were used to filter the causal relationship of metabolites due to
indirect effect of other metabolites from large numbers of potential links in simple correlation which
measures the direct correlation after removing the effects of intermediate metabolites or ancestry
metabolites of the pathway (Khanin and Wit, 2007). The exact undirected dependency graphs (UDG)
were constructed for n metabolites (16 metabolites in the carotenoid pathway and 30 in vernalized
SPAD network) by estimating full-order partial correlations. In full order partial correlation, n-2
variables (14 metabolites in the carotenoid pathway and 28 peaks in SPAD network) were controlled
while calculating the correlation between the remaining two because it is not possible to control one
or a set of specific metabolites in undirected network (Opgen-Rhein and Strimmer, 2007). Partial
correlations give the exact correlation between two metabolites, even though two or more than two
indirect pathways are present (de la Fuente et al., 2004). Thus, comparison of simple and partial
correlation networks indicate the direct or indirect metabolites relations in the underlying pathway.
The associations of markers with metabolites were analyzed by one-sample t-tests of each marker
with the residuals of the SPAD traits, and these t-test results were then integrated into the partial
correlation network by using the t-test statistic to visualize the association of the markers with the
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metabolites. All the t-test statistics were divided by the highest one to convert them into 0-1 scale so
that it will be in the comparable with metabolite-metabolite correlations for effective visualization.
Metabolite-marker integrated networks provide the information of the linked markers of metabolites
in the pathway. Markers which are associated with more than one metabolite might linked to genes
involved in transcriptional regulation, and, in contrast, more markers associated with one metabolite
might signify the presence of multiple QTL effects on that metabolite. All the correlations, partial
correlations and t-test results for marker associations were calculated in the R-statistical software.
Full-order partial correlations were estimated by using the “corpcor” package (Schaefer et al., 2008)
while their significance tests were calculated via the function “pcor.test”
(http://www.yilab.gatech.edu/pcor.html). All the networks were constructed using the Pajek graph
drawing software (Batagelj and Mrvar, 2003) for visualization of the correlation matrix of
metabolites and associated markers. In all networks, simple and partial correlation and markermetabolites association having q-value < 0.05 were used as a threshold to retain an edge in
metabolites networks and metabolites-marker association. An FDR correction algorithm suitable for
dependency condition developed by (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) was used to calculate q-values
in the R-software. This algorithm is less conservative than Bonferroni (Salvador et al., 2005) and
local FDR (fdr) (Aubert et al., 2004), and is superior in controlling false discovery rate in highly
correlated variables (Pounds, 2006). For easy interpretation and visualization, correlation of
metabolites have > |0.5| were marked with green color, and the remaining ones in grey scale, while
all the marker-metabolites association were presented in a red colour.

6.2 Results
Networks constructed based on simple and partial Pearson correlations as well as markers
integration for (1) targeted metabolites of caretonoid pathway, analyzed by LC-MS, and (2)
selected LC-MS peaks of unidentified compounds related to SPAD traits (leaf color) of
vernalized Brassica core collection are shown below:
6.2.1 Networking of targeted metabolites of Carotenoids and tocopherol pathway
Simple correlation based networking shows that most of the metabolites are related to eachother;
however, two distinct groups of networks (tocopherol and carotenoids) appeared at a high level
of correlation (pearson r ≥ 0.5). Only two negative correlations were found between δtocopherol and an unidentified compound, and between lutein-1 and lutein-2. The metabolites γtocopherol, δ-tocopherol, lutein-1 and an unidentified compound (named as UNKNOWN in the
network figures) were less involved in this pathway; these had less connectivity with other
compounds (the smaller the size of vertices, the lower the degree of connectivity) (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32: Network visualization based on
simple Pearson correlations of targeted
metabolites of the carotenoid pathway.
Green lines indicate for r ≥ |0.5| and grey
lines for r < |0.5| correlation values, and
the thickness of the edges represents the
strength of correlations. The dashed lines
show negative correlation.
In partial correlation network, many
relations observed in zero-order correlation
disappeared; however, some new relations,
especially negative correlations, were also
appeared. Like in the simple correlation network, two branches of the pathway were observed.
The tocopherol pathway splits from the carotenoid pathway, and linkage between the γtocopherol and chlorophyll-a act as a bridge between the two pathways. Three lutein derivatives,
and in between chlorophyll-a, Lutein-2, and Lutein-3 had a negative clique, while chlorophyll-aisomer, neoxanthin and violaxanthin, and chlorophyll-a, chlorophyll-a-isomer and violaxanthin
had a positive clique (Fig. 33).
Fig. 33: Partial correlation networks of
targeted metabolites of carotenoid pathway
and integration of associated markers.
Green lines indicate a partial correlation
network, where solid lines for positive and
dotted lines for negative correlation of the
metabolites. Red lines describe the markers’
associations. The thickness of the lines
represents the strength of relations. Round
vertices with black labels symbolize
metabolites while square boxes (pink color)
with blue label are indicating markers.
Markers’ associations with the metabolites
were integrated in the partial correlation network to depict the genetic information of the
pathway regulation (Fig. 33). Dotted lines between the marker and metabolites described the
presence of marker (gene) that had negative association with the metabolites indicating downregulation in the pathway (Fig. 33). Markers; pTAmCAT-244.7, Hae-M278.4, pTAmCAC258.2, pGGmCAA-355.2, pGGmCAA-344.8, pGGmCAA-197.4, pTAmCAC-335.7 and
pGGmCAA-105.8 have association with at least 2 metabolites. These kinds of associations
could delineate genetic loci harboring important genes that regulate the metabolites together,
although pGGmCAA-335.2 marker is only weakly association with the respective metabolites.
On the other hand, two or more than two markers were affiliated with metabolites; chlorophyll-a,
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lutein-1 and an unidentified compound. However, box plot analysis gave impression of having
false positive association of markers pGGmCAA-105.8, pGGmCAA-332.4, pGGmCAA-279.3
and pGGmCAA-353.0 with an unidentified compound, and pGGmCAA-162.6 marker with
folate compound at 0.05 level of q-value, where the level of metabolites did not seem different
with alleles of the markers (Fig. 34; appendix).

6.2.2 LC-MS peaks for vernalized SPAD
Fig. 35: Simple Pearson correlation
network of selected LC-MS peaks related
to SPAD in the vernalized Brassica core
collection. The thickness of lines
indicates the strength of correlation, solid
lines for positive correlation and dot lines
for negative correlations. The green lines
show for correlation ≥ |0.5| and grey lines
for < |0.5|. The bigger the size of the
vertices indicates the higher numbers of
connection in the network.
Visualization of Pearson correlation
network of RF selected top 30 LC-MS
peaks for SPAD trait in vernalized condition shows that most of the peaks have connections to at
least other peaks except 9535_543_1740, 9396_746_1699 and A73_468_873. In this network,
peaks with the bigger size of vertex symbolize a higher degree of connections; whereas, the
smaller sized vertices mean lower connections. Most commonly, peaks with higher connectivity
have a higher strength of relations. Negative correlations (dot lines) were also observed between
some peaks. Peaks with centrotype 5441, 7599, 10099, 6487, 6528, 9244 and 6967 had high
numbers of connections with other metabolites. Centrotypes coded by a letter “A” followed by
numbers, for example, A60, A61, A201, A298 and A478 were for all the peaks that did not have
centrotype (Fig. 35).
In partial correlation based networking, only few connections remained while some new
relations were also established. The LC-MS peaks 9535_543_1740 and A73_468_873 have new
relations of positive correlation with A298_378_1894 and 5441_407_816 respectively although
they were free in the simple correlation network. Relations between 10208_569_2313 and
9834_634_1891, 9273_837_1659 and 7209_536_1159, 6487_407_971 with 6487_523_971 and
7599_777_1271, and A478_454_783 and 5210_453_783 peaks remained in both simple and
partial correlation network with correlation > 0.5. Similarly, A61_449_173 and 7599_777_1271
had negative correlation in both correlation networks. All the green lines described correlations
between the metabolic peaks, whereas red lines show associations of markers with metabolites.
Marker information was integrated into the partial correlation network, where more than one
marker was related to the most of the metabolites. In metabolic correlation network indicated by
green lines, the thicker the lines, the higher the strength of correlation. Similarly, markers
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integrated with metabolic peaks shown in red lines, the thicker the line, the higher the
explanation of variance of the metabolic peaks. Multiple peaks which have connections with the
same marker(s) may be either the same compounds or the co-regulated compounds. Some
markers have negative association (red dotted lines) with metabolites, where the mean of peak
intensity was higher with the recessive marker allele. However, some peaks were associated
with more than one marker, for example; peak 5210_453_783 has connections with 16 markers
(Fig. 36).
Fig. 36: Partial correlation network of
metabolic peaks and integration of
markers.
Green
lines
denote
correlations, where dotted line for
negative and solid lines for positive
correlations of LC-MS peaks. Red
lines indicate the associations of
markers with peaks. Red square
vertices represent markers and round
coloured vertices represent LC-MS
peaks.

6.3 Discussion
Network analyses were conducted on the data from targeted metabolites profile of the carotenoid
and tocopherol pathway, and, separately, on the LCMS peaks associated with SPAD under
vernalization. The simple Pearson correlation was used to understand the interaction between the
metabolites. However, simple correlation based networks are of limited use because of
confounding effects of direct and indirect associations of metabolites on each other, which can
overestimate the strength and number of links between metabolites (Khanin and Wit, 2007).
Hence, the simple correlation can not distinguish between indirect relations of metabolites of the
underlying pathway. Therefore, I also investigated the partial correlations. A partial correlation
assesses the strength of the relation between two metabolites after controlling the effects of other
metabolites (Khanin and Wit, 2007). Hence, partial correlation networks depict only the direct
linear associations of metabolites (Khanin and Wit, 2007; Opgen-Rhein and Strimmer, 2007).
Full-order partial correlation calculates the relation of two metabolites controlling the influence
of all the metabolites of network, which depicts only the independent correlation between two
metabolites. However, de la Fuente et al., (2004) suggested the second-order correlation to
construct independent network. In this study, the full-order partial correlation network was
constructed where lower-order partial correlation is not possible because of unknown direction
of topological order of the metabolites in undirected network (Opgen-Rhein and Strimmer,
2007).
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Network analysis of targeted metabolites of carotenoid and tocopherol pathway:
In the carotenoid and tocopherol pathway, negative correlations were observed between δtocopherol and an unidentified compound, and between δ-tocopherol and lutein-1 and lutein–2
indicating the possibly antagonistic effects between them.
The simple Pearson correlation (simple correlation) showed the correlation of almost all
metabolites with each other with different strength at false discovery control (FDR) of 0.05 (Fig.
32). Even though almost all metabolites were connected to each other, two distinct groups of
metabolites were observed based on the strength of the correlation. One group consisted of
different tocopherol compounds while another group had
chlorophyll and its derivatives, folate, lutein and its
derivatives, beta-carotene, violaxanthin and neoxanthin.
Those two groups indicate the possibility of two branches
of a pathway. Partial correlation based networking was
incorporated with associated markers (Fig. 33), where
marker-metabolites association was calculated at 0.05
level of FDR using simple two-sample t-test after
correcting for population structure. The partial
correlation also showed the presence of two branches of a
carotenoid and tocopherol pathway. Tocopherol and

Fig 37: Overview of carotenoid and
tocopherol pathways in plants.
(Source: DellaPenna and Pogson, 2006)

carotenoid were splitted into two branches from
geranylgeranyl diphosphate (GGDP) in pathway shown by DellaPenna and Pogson (2006) (Fig
37), and have competition for the substrate GGDP between these two branches (Lindgren, 2003).

Within the tocopherol sub-branch, γ- and α-tocopherols, and δ- and β- tocopherols were in
separate chains (DellaPenna and Pogson, 2006; Maeda and DellaPenna, 2007). This study
discovered negative correlations between γ- and β- tocopherols on the one hand, and α- and δtocopherols on the other hand suggesting the possibility of competition between two chains for
substrate but not detail previous studies on their relations were found. Similarly, α- and γtocopherols had associated with the one marker pGGmCAA-197-4, and δ- and β-tocopherols
with another pGGmCAA344-8. But DellaPenna and Pogson (2006) reported the same locus
VTE1 involved in the synthesis of both δ- and γ-tocopherol, and VTE4 locus in the conversion
of δ- to β-tocopherols, and γ- to α-tocopherol. This suggests that these markers might be linked
to the same gene.
The negative correlation of lutein and its derivatives with β-carotene, violaxanthin and
neoxanthin indicate for the presence of separate chain and might have competition in substrate
for lutein biosynthesis. DellaPenna and Pogson (2006) and Kopsell and Kopsell (2006)
demonstrated the pathway with the split of lycopene into α- and β- carotene, where α-carotene
involved in the synthesis of lutein, and β-carotene for violaxanthin and neoxanthin. Since both
lutein and violaxanthin are the component of carotenoid, the relation of biosynthesis of lutein
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and violaxanthin was not emphasized in the literatures. However, it has been reported that αcarotene is formed if one β-ring and ε- ring attached to lycopene, and β-carotene formed if two
β-rings attached (Lu and Li, 2008). In this study, marker Hae-M278.4 was strongly associated
with β-carotene, neoxanthin and folate, and marker pTAmCAC-258.2 with β-carotene,
violaxthin and chlorophyll-a-isomer (Fig. 33) indicating these markers could be linked to a
common regulatory gene of this side-chain because DellaPenna and Pogson (2006) enlisted the
defferent genes were involved in the biosynthesis of each of these metabolites (DellaPenna and
Pogson, 2006). In green plant tissue, lutein is found abundant than violaxanthin (Lu and Li,
2008). Hence, there could be competition for the substrates for these two side-chains of
carotenoid pathways.
In addition, markers associated with more than two metabolites may indicate that those
metabolites might have a regulatory gene in common or be linked to same genes. In contrast,
metabolites with more than one marker could indicate either the possibility of markers all linked
to the same gene or the presence of multiple QTL effects, if those markers correspond to
different genomic regions. The identification of genetic map position of these markers is
essential to confirm the possibility of the presence of one or more associated genes. Similarly,
negative association of marker-metabolites may indicate the down-regulation of gene associated
with corresponding markers will stimulate the metabolites synthesis (Fig. 34; appendix). Thus,
this type of network analyses was largely used in the study of metabolic pathway to explore the
relations of metabolites and their genetic control in a pathway.
Network of LCMS peaks associated with SPAD traits under vernalized condition:
LC-MS peaks associated with SPAD under vernalization condition were selected in an RF
regression approach and used for network analysis. Simple and partial correlations of those
selected metabolites were calculated for network analysis to know the relation of metabolites
involved in leaf color, and here again associated markers were integrated to allow also a genetic
interpretation. The top 30 selected peaks were studied in a correlation network. Most of the
peaks were from different centrotypes indicating possibly different compounds. Like in the case
of the carotenoid and tocopherol pathway above, the peaks with higher connectivity possibly
indicate that important compounds might play a role in the different leaf colors (Fig. 35).
In the partial correlation network, only a few peaks remained in connections than that of simple
correlation network, and also some of new connections were discovered (Fig. 36). The peaks
connected with very high strength of correlation in both simple and partial correlation networks
could indicate the possibility of having the metabolites with similar chemical structures or
strongly co-regulated compounds of the pathway. Similarly, some of the peaks with negative
correlation in both correlation networks could indicate that compounds are present in different
sub-branches of the same pathway and might have competition for the common substrates.
Associated markers were also added in the partial correlation network that will helpful to
annotate the peaks by prioritizing them. If one of the peaks is annotated, network analysis will
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facilitate to predict compounds, its function and genetic interpretation of other peaks of network
based on the strength of peaks correlations and marker-peaks association as well as to make
genetic interpretation. Here again associated markers were identified by simple two-sample ttest procedure after correction for population structure. However, the markers associated with
LC-MS peaks selected for SPAD in this network analysis were different from the markers
identified via RF regression and the mixed model in the association study (Chapter V).
Statistically, those differences might be due to two-step procedures adopted in this t-test
procedure, where LC-MS peaks first selected for SPAD trait of vernalized condition via. RF
regression and then, marker-LC-MS peaks association after correcting for population structure
were done. However, in marker-trait association studies with vernalized SPAD trait in previous
chapter, marker-SPAD trait association was directly studied by correcting the population
structure. Hence, these were two-step procedures. However, biologically, the markers associated
with SPAD trait indicated the correlation of markers with the leaf color phenotypes, whereas in
case of marker-LC-MS peaks (selected for vernalized SPAD trait) gave the marker correlated
with metabolites involved in leaf color development. Besides, SPAD measurement were at premature and fully mature stages of plants but LC-MS analysis was conducted on 5 weeks old
plant samples. This difference in growth stages could affect on the qualitative and quantitative
composition of metabolites, and make differences in marker-trait association studies. Therefore,
annotation of LCMS peaks and further studies on the roles and function of annotated peaks, and
mapping the markers are necessary to have detailed understanding and exploration of pathway
related to leaf color of Brassica rapa accessions.

6.4 Conclusion
The network analysis based on simple and partial correlation of the metabolites was found
useful to know the direct and indirect relation of metabolites under a certain pathway. The
network analyses of the targeted metabolites of carotenoid and tocopherol pathways, in this
study were in good correspondence with the underlying carotenoid and tocopherol pathway of
the plants. The integration of associated markers in the correlation network provides the genetic
relation of the metabolites in a pathway. The networking of the selected LC-MS peaks related to
leaf color of B. rapa showed the possibility of exploring the relations of LC-MS peaks making
ease to annotate those peaks and their interpretation under a particular pathway.
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Chapter 7: Further direction
Random forest (RF) is an example of machine learning statistical technique. The comparative
study with other machine learning techniques, such support vector machine will be helpful to
know the performance of RF classification.
RF classification gave the relative importance of the variables in classifying the accessions into
different classes and morphotypes. Further study by using appropriate supervised classification
techniques, such as different kinds of Discriminant Analyses will be useful to develop
discriminating equation of RF selected variables for classifying the accessions into different
groups.
Mapping of molecular markers and annotation of LC-MS peaks associated with SPAD trait is
important to draw the conclusions on the nature of genes whether major or minor genes are
related to leaf color, and understanding the regulatory pathway of leaf color development.
In this study, the combined effect of vernalization and light condition have influence on
association studies. Hence the further study to separate effects of these two factors will be useful
to confirm the effect of vernalization on association studies.
Network analysis based on lower-order partial correlation might improve the networks of
metabolites since the full-order partial correlation, used in this study, consider conservative in
explaining the relations of metabolites.
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Appendices
Table 1: List of accessions used in this study with geographic origins and their STRUCTURE classes
membership probabilities
Structure class membership
probabilities
Geographic
Structure
S.N.
Accession
origin
class
C1
C2
C3
C4
Broccoletto (ssp. broccoletto)
1
BRO-025
Italy
1
0.77 0.019 0.179 0.032
2
BRO-026
Italy
1
0.91 0.032
0.04
0.018
3
BRO-027
Italy
1
0.672 0.024 0.245 0.059
4
BRO-028
Italy
1
0.853 0.073 0.057 0.018
5
BRO-029
Italy
1
0.9 0.023
0.07
0.007
6
BRO-030
Italy
1
0.838 0.092 0.043 0.028
7
BRO-127
Japan
2
0.17 0.461 0.321 0.049
Caixin (ssp. parachinensis)
8
BRO-103
Indonesia
2
0.009 0.771 0.213 0.006
9
PC-078
Netherlands
2
0.011 0.557 0.393 0.039
Chinese Cabbage (ssp. pekinensis)
10
CC-048
Soviet Union
2
0.017 0.477 0.476
0.03
11
CC-049
Netherlands
4
0.016 0.106 0.869 0.009
12
CC-057
China
4
0.012 0.282 0.701 0.005
13
CC-058
Czech Republic
4
0.006 0.112 0.878 0.004
14
CC-059
Korea
4
0.007 0.024 0.888 0.082
15
CC-060
China
4
0.08 0.093 0.821 0.006
16
CC-061
Yugoslavia
2
0.008 0.605 0.378
0.01
17
CC-062
Germany
4
0.035 0.15
0.809 0.007
18
CC-067
Japan
2
0.009 0.517 0.469 0.005
19
CC-068
Bulgaria
4
0.008 0.057 0.931 0.004
20
CC-069
USA
4
0.086 0.316 0.584 0.014
21
CC-070
Korea
4
0.025 0.375 0.584 0.016
22
CC-071
Japan
2
0.057 0.539 0.346 0.058
23
CC-072
China
4
0.06 0.064 0.822 0.054
24
CC-073
China
4
0.009 0.366 0.583 0.043
25
CC-093
China
4
0.034 0.146 0.773 0.047
26
CC-094
Japan
4
0.012 0.201
0.78
0.007
27
CC-095
China
2
0.236 0.526 0.232 0.006
28
CC-112
China
4
0.005 0.426 0.562 0.007
29
CC-113
China
4
0.022 0.249 0.591 0.138
30
CC-114
China
2
0.013 0.539 0.435 0.012
31
CC-125
Korea
4
0.011 0.391 0.543 0.055
32
CC-140
Japan
4
0.007 0.371 0.616 0.006
33
CC-141
Japan
4
0.015 0.027 0.947
0.01
34
CC-142
Japan
4
0.006 0.018 0.931 0.045
35
CC-150
China
4
0.018 0.389 0.572 0.021
36
CC-153
China
2
0.017 0.604 0.366 0.012
37
CC-156
China
4
0.077 0.195
0.66
0.067
38
CC-158
China
4
0.02 0.262 0.653 0.065
39
CC-160
China
4
0.009 0.257 0.724
0.01
40
CC-161
China
4
0.008 0.367 0.617 0.009
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Table 1 (continued)
41
CC-163
42
CC-165
43
CC-167
44
CC-168
45
CC-169
46
Kenshin
47
Sumiko F1 (CC1)
48
Manoko F1 (CC2)
49
niZ12-42 (CC3)
50
Optiko F1 (CC4)
51
Bilko F1 (CC5)
52
Morilloxstorido F1 (CC6)
53
Vitimo (CC7)
54
Nikko F1 (CC8)
55
Winter pride (CC9)
56
Sambok rapids (CC10)
57
Tropic emperor (CC11)
58
Bulam plus (CC12)
59
Sun green (CC13)
60
Gold leaf (CC14)
61
m1 (CC15)
62
m2 (CC16)
63
m3 (CC17)
64
m4 (CC18)
65
m5 (CC19)
Turnip (ssp. rapa)
66
FT-001
67
FT-002
68
FT-003
69
FT-004
70
FT-005
71
FT-047
72
FT-051
73
FT-056
74
FT-086
75
FT-088
76
FT-097
77
VT-006
78
VT-007
79
VT-008
80
VT-009
81
VT-010
82
VT-011
83
VT-012
84
VT-013
85
VT-014
86
VT-015
87
VT-017
88
VT-018
89
VT-044

China
China
China
China
China
Korea
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company

2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

0.013
0.012
0.01
0.045
0.009
0.007
0.01
0.032
0.007
0.014
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.007
0.004
0.011
0.005
0.027
0.024
0.004
0.019
0.005
0.006
0.01
0.052

0.508
0.425
0.234
0.174
0.391
0.256
0.01
0.136
0.018
0.098
0.013
0.019
0.008
0.007
0.011
0.093
0.061
0.01
0.028
0.013
0.106
0.01
0.107
0.078
0.02

0.409
0.551
0.713
0.766
0.594
0.711
0.973
0.827
0.973
0.87
0.975
0.949
0.984
0.982
0.981
0.884
0.918
0.959
0.921
0.973
0.862
0.981
0.883
0.909
0.923

0.07
0.012
0.043
0.015
0.007
0.026
0.007
0.004
0.003
0.018
0.007
0.026
0.004
0.003
0.004
0.012
0.016
0.004
0.027
0.01
0.013
0.003
0.005
0.003
0.005

Netherlands
UK
Netherlands
Denmark
Germany
Soviet Union
Soviet Union
France
Pakistan
Netherlands
Germany
India
Soviet Union
India
Japan
Hungary
Soviet Union
Japan
Japan
Italy
Italy
Netherlands
Netherlands
Soviet Union

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

0.93
0.857
0.893
0.839
0.944
0.723
0.308
0.247
0.477
0.602
0.486
0.495
0.832
0.709
0.142
0.818
0.435
0.089
0.212
0.912
0.803
0.834
0.752
0.835

0.025
0.074
0.043
0.063
0.018
0.238
0.437
0.355
0.14
0.297
0.182
0.264
0.017
0.089
0.801
0.052
0.492
0.64
0.764
0.031
0.164
0.034
0.071
0.021

0.031
0.029
0.059
0.069
0.033
0.027
0.048
0.338
0.243
0.076
0.317
0.069
0.109
0.132
0.026
0.127
0.056
0.061
0.012
0.048
0.016
0.047
0.173
0.107

0.014
0.04
0.005
0.029
0.006
0.012
0.207
0.06
0.141
0.026
0.015
0.173
0.042
0.07
0.032
0.003
0.017
0.21
0.012
0.01
0.017
0.085
0.005
0.037
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Table 1 (continued)
90
VT-045
91
VT-052
92
VT-053
93
VT-089
94
VT-090
95
VT-091
96
VT-092
97
VT-115
98
VT-116
99
VT-117
100
VT-119
101
VT-120
102
VT-123
103
VT-137
104
Turnip primera (T1)
105
Turnip oasis (T2)
106
Turnip natsu komachi (T3)
107
natu-haturei (T4)
108
kt-189 (T5)
Pak Choi (ssp. chinensis)
109
PC-022
110
PC-023
111
PC-076
112
PC-099
113
PC-101
114
PC-107
115
PC-171
116
PC-172
117
PC-173
118
PC-177
119
PC-183
120
PC-184
121
PC-185
122
PC-186
123
PC-187
124
PC-189
125
PC-191
126
PC-193
127
L58
128
Green fortune (PC1)
129
White (PC2)
130
Misome (PC3)
131
Tatsoi (PC4)
Neep greens (ssp. perviridis)
132
KOM-041
133
KOM-118
134
TG-129
135
TG-131
Mizuna (ssp. nipposinica)
136
MIZ-019

Italy
Netherlands
Germany
France
France
United Kingdom
Netherlands
Japan
Japan
Japan
Netherlands
Netherlands
Japan
Uzbekistan
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2

0.892
0.765
0.875
0.828
0.822
0.721
0.884
0.117
0.052
0.112
0.897
0.717
0.076
0.414
0.636
0.285
0.312
0.225
0.197

0.031
0.101
0.097
0.126
0.161
0.253
0.051
0.708
0.655
0.675
0.078
0.195
0.727
0.532
0.194
0.663
0.412
0.442
0.554

0.065
0.076
0.016
0.039
0.009
0.016
0.055
0.143
0.216
0.069
0.012
0.04
0.045
0.025
0.163
0.032
0.071
0.108
0.043

0.013
0.057
0.012
0.006
0.007
0.011
0.009
0.032
0.076
0.144
0.013
0.047
0.152
0.028
0.007
0.019
0.204
0.225
0.206

Netherlands
China
China
China
China
Hong Kong
China
China
China
China
China
China
China
China
China
China
China
China
Unknown
Company
Company
Company
Company

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0.139
0.022
0.031
0.08
0.01
0.009
0.019
0.01
0.01
0.088
0.092
0.011
0.014
0.006
0.008
0.005
0.032
0.014
0.009
0.029
0.006
0.067
0.028

0.37
0.673
0.515
0.683
0.674
0.948
0.815
0.872
0.86
0.858
0.882
0.904
0.926
0.955
0.866
0.915
0.806
0.945
0.761
0.858
0.938
0.861
0.866

0.365
0.223
0.335
0.04
0.313
0.023
0.159
0.074
0.122
0.041
0.018
0.08
0.019
0.011
0.108
0.075
0.154
0.036
0.212
0.063
0.047
0.065
0.028

0.126
0.082
0.119
0.197
0.003
0.021
0.007
0.044
0.008
0.012
0.008
0.004
0.041
0.028
0.018
0.005
0.008
0.005
0.019
0.051
0.008
0.007
0.078

Japan
Japan
Japan
Japan

2
2
2
2

0.075 0.802
0.11 0.45
0.173 0.792
0.163 0.636

0.06
0.362
0.022
0.168

0.064
0.079
0.013
0.033

Netherlands

2

0.129 0.699

0.09

0.082
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Table 1 (continued)
137
MIZ-128
Japan
138
Mizuna (K1)
Company
139
Mibuna (K2)
Company
140
Green boy (K3)
Company
Turnip rape (ssp. oleifera)
141
OR-209
China
142
OR-210
China
143
OR-211
China
144
OR-213
China
145
OR-216
China
146
OR-219
China
147
SO-031
USA
148
SO-032
India
149
SO-034
Bangladesh
150
SO-035
Bangladesh
151
SO-037
Bangladesh
152
SO-038
Germany
153
SO-039
Bangladesh
154
SO-040
Canada
155
WO-024
Sweden
156
WO-080
Pakistan
157
WO-081
Pakistan
158
WO-083
Pakistan
159
WO-084
Pakistan
160
WO-085
Pakistan
161
WO-087
Pakistan
162
RC-144
USA
163
RO18
United Kingdom
Yello sarson (ssp. tricolaris)
164
YS-033
Germany
165
YS-143
USA
Wutacai (ssp. narinosa)
166
PC-105
China
167
cwu56
Zai Caitai (ssp. chinensis var. purpurea Bailey)
168
zct62

2
2
2
2

0.204
0.197
0.053
0.057

0.659
0.747
0.539
0.536

0.043
0.017
0.152
0.329

0.094
0.039
0.256
0.079

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3

0.173
0.066
0.103
0.172
0.188
0.14
0.445
0.107
0.021
0.004
0.181
0.149
0.004
0.783
0.886
0.315
0.348
0.301
0.164
0.394
0.343
0.048
0.006

0.736
0.737
0.813
0.5
0.63
0.676
0.274
0.447
0.01
0.006
0.375
0.285
0.009
0.176
0.047
0.262
0.219
0.092
0.401
0.4
0.427
0.334
0.014

0.031
0.19
0.028
0.189
0.167
0.112
0.024
0.029
0.015
0.006
0.047
0.032
0.005
0.032
0.05
0.247
0.255
0.334
0.28
0.022
0.044
0.03
0.017

0.06
0.007
0.056
0.139
0.015
0.072
0.257
0.416
0.954
0.984
0.397
0.534
0.982
0.009
0.017
0.176
0.177
0.273
0.155
0.184
0.185
0.589
0.964

3
3

0.006 0.009
0.003 0.007

0.009
0.005

0.976
0.985

2
2

0.03 0.895
0.009 0.899

0.063
0.081

0.013
0.01

2

0.073 0.757

0.031

0.139

Fig. 3: Frequency distribution of
Fig. 10: Frequency distribution of
correlation among morphological traits. correlation among NMR bins
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Table 4: Loading values of morphological traits (Vernalized) on first three PCs
Variables
PC 1
PC 2
PC 3
PL
0.95
0.07
LP
0.90
0.25
LL
0.88
0.31
DTF
0.86
0.04
LB
0.82
-0.13
LA
0.58
0.68
LES
0.46
0.09
LW
0.43
0.74
SPAD
0.42
-0.27
PP
0.41
-0.46
Lbl
0.39
0.65
pI
0.06
-0.47
pS
0.06
-0.46
pL
-0.02
0.48
LI
-0.04
-0.06
pP
-0.06
0.74
pW
-0.07
0.85
pA
-0.08
0.87
CW
-0.11
0.76
CL
-0.11
0.76
LC
-0.42
0.53
LN
-0.47
0.22
PfH
-0.66
0.44
PB
-0.66
0.07
pC
-0.76
-0.10
PH
-0.80
0.33

Fig. 14: Variable importance
spectrum plot of the top 200
markers in RF classification
of
accessions
into
STRUCTURE four classes

Fig.
16:
Variable
importance spectrum plot
of all NMR bins (236) in
RF
classification
of
accessions
into
STRUCTURE four classes

0.10
0.14
0.22
-0.07
0.11
0.05
0.22
-0.05
-0.19
0.013
0.36
0.74
0.58
0.47
0.71
0.08
-0.37
-0.14
-0.20
0.09
0.25
0.53
0.11
0.18
0.05
0.15

Fig. 18: Variable importance
spectrum plot of the top 200
LC-MS peaks in RF
classification of accessions
into four STRUCTURE
classes
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Table 9: List of RF (classification) selected markers from comparisons made among all four STRUCTURE
groups, CC versus PC, and European versus Asian turnips of a B. rapa core collection genotyping with 359
AFLP and MYB markers
Map position
Map positon
S.N.
Markers
S.N.
Markers
1,c,e
c
1
Alu-M175.5
31
pTAmCAC-165.6
Chr.10: 78 cM
2
Alu-M258.11,c,e
32
pTAmCAC-171.51,c
3
Alu-M357.1e
Chro.1: 60.3 cM
33
pTAmCAC-192.81,c,g
b,d,f
4
Alu-M380.0
Chro.3: 6.1 cM
34
pTAmCAC-244.21
Chr.10: 76.1 cM
5
Alu-M401.81,a,c
Chr.7: 83 cM
35
pTAmCAC-273.01,e
Chr.2: 84.5 cM
1,e
6
Alu-M487.5
Chr.1: 61.6 cM
36
pTAmCAC-290.9b
Chr.3: 1.2 cM
7
Hae-M199.01,c
37
pTAmCAC-293.01,e
Chr.3: 0.6 cM
1,a,c
8
Hae-M202.2
Chr.7: 83.5 cM
38
pTAmCAC-315.91,c,e
9
Hae-M341.01,c,e
39
pTAmCAC-326.7g
e
10
Hae-M356.5
40
pTAmCAC-63.6b
Chr.5: 77 cM
11
Hae-M373.7d
Chr.7: 15.4 cM
41
pTAmCAC-94.61,a,h
12
Hae-M458.51
42
pTAmCAT-170.31,a
13
Mse-575.01,a,h
Chr.7: 40.2 cM
43
pTAmCAT-173.81,c,e,g
1,c
14
Mse-M197.3
44
pTAmCAT-175.71,e
15
Mse-M232.61,c
45
pTAmCAT-199.61,c,e
a
16
Mse-M242.0
46
pTAmCAT-209.91,c
17
Mse-M308.81,c,e
47
pTAmCAT-240.3e
Chr.5: 54.2 cM
18
Mse-M354.6b
48
pTAmCAT-243.41,e
19
Mse-M356.41,c,e
49
pTAmCAT-252.2e
Chr.10: 77.8 cM
b
20
Mse-M431.5
50
pTAmCAT-278.71
21
Mse-M455.71,c,e
51
pTAmCAT-282.51,a,h
c
22
pGGmCAA-127.7
52
pTAmCAT-313.101,c,e
Chr.1: 63.7 cM
23
pGGmCAA-152.21,a,h
53
pTAmCAT-334.2d
Chr.8: 78 cM
1
24
pGGmCAA-165.8
Chr.2: 67.8 cM
54
pTAmCAT-336.9b
25
pGGmCAA-181.51,c
55
Rsa-M124.4e
26
pGGmCAA-217.21,e
56
Rsa-M241.61,c,e,g
c
27
pGGmCAA-224.3
Chr.6: 46.9 cM
57
Rsa-M268.8b
Chr.10: 78.7 cM
28
pGGmCAA-359.4b
Chr.8: 34.5 cM
58
Rsa-M346.4e
29
pTAmCAC-112.31,c,e
59
Rsa-M489.61,f
Chr.7: 84 cM
1,c,a
30
pTAmCAC-157.8
1
-all 4 STR groups, a-1 vs. 2, b-1 vs. 3, c- 1 vs. 4, d-2 vs. 3, e-2 vs. 4, f-3 vs. 4, g-CC vs. PC, h-EU vs. Asian turnip
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Table 11: List of RF (classification) selected NMR bins from comparisons made on all four
STRUCTURE groups, CC versus PC, and European versus Asian turnips of a B. rapa core
collection
S.N.
S.N.
NMR bins
S.N.
NMR bins
NMR bins
1c
c
1
19
37
nmr-0.88-66
nmr-2.28-63
nmr-5.2-57f
c
1c
2
20
38
nmr-0.92-66
nmr-2.36-63
nmr-5.24-561ce
1c
a
21
39
3
nmr-2.4-63
nmr-5.84-551a
nmr-0.96-66
4
22
40
nmr-1-66c
nmr-2.48-63h
nmr-5.88-551c
1c
f
23
41
5
nmr-2.64-62
nmr-5.92-551h
nmr-1.08-66
1cg
1ac
6
24
42
nmr-1.24-65
nmr-2.68-62
nmr-5.96-551
1ac
1
25
43
7
nmr-2.8-62
nmr-6.16-54b
nmr-1.28-65
8
26
44
nmr-1.32-651ce
nmr-2.84-621ac
nmr-6.28-54bd
1
c
9
27
45
nmr-1.36-65
nmr-2.92-62
nmr-6.52-541
1ceg
c
28
46
10
nmr-3.36-61
nmr-7-531ac
nmr-1.48-65
1c
c
11
29
47
nmr-1.52-65
nmr-3.4-61
nmr-7.4-52h
1ac
d
30
48
12
nmr-3.84-56
nmr-7.64-511a
nmr-1.56-65
31
49
13
nmr-4.04-59d
nmr-7.68-511a
nmr-1.6-651c
1c
c
14
32
50
nmr-1.76-64
nmr-4.56-58
nmr-7.76-511
1ach
c
33
51
15
nmr-4.6-58
nmr-7.84-511a
nmr-1.8-64
1c
1ce
16
34
52
nmr-2.08-64
nmr-5.04-57
nmr-8.08-50h
17
35
53
nmr-2.12-63ac
nmr-5.08-57h
nmr-8.2-501ach
1ac
ch
36
54
18
nmr-5.12-57
nmr-9.84-46h
nmr-2.16-63
1
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-all 4 STR groups, -1 vs. 2, -1 vs. 3, - 1 vs. 4, -2 vs. 3, -2 vs. 4, -3 vs. 4, -CC vs. PC, h-EU vs. Asian turnip
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Table 13: List of RF (classification) selected LC-MS peaks from comparisons made on all four STRUCTURE classes,
CC versus PC, and European versus Asian turnip of a B. rapa core collection
S.
N.
1

Centrotype_mass
_scan No.
3435_479_161 d

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3384_259_159 d
4108_360_4041
4108_361_4021
4128_402_417 h
4128_403_416 h
4128_404_415 h
4128_470_416 h

9
10
11
12
13
14

4294_454_489 h
4294_667_489 h
4373_210_501 h
4373_792_499 h
4492_351_520 e
4492_352_520 e

15

4492_368_5201,e

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

4492_369_519 e
4492_385_5221,e
4492_453_519 h
4492_705_520 e
4492_706_518 e
4492_707_519 e
4492_708_520 e
4492_709_519 e
4492_721_5211,e
4492_730_520 e
4492_731_520 e
4492_761_521 e
4504_440_518 h
4577_517_5811
4815_750_6891
4838_405_6931,f

Chemical
formula

Chemical compounds

C10H19NO9S2
C10H19NO9S2

Isopropyl glucosinolate
Isopropyl glucosinolate

C16H18O9

caffeoylquinic acid (isotope 353)

C11H21NO9S2

Methylpropyl glucosinolate (isotope)

32
33
34
35
36
37

4867_502_7001,a,h
4932_691_714 e
4932_692_7181
4990_1479_7381
5028_1124_746 g
5028_1125_746 g

C24H38O11

4,7-Megastigmadiene-3,9-diol, 3Ketone, 9-O-[?-D-apiofuranosyl(1?2)-?-D-glucopyranoside]

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

5028_1126_7461
5028_1128_7461,g
5028_1139_7461,g
5028_1140_7461,g
5028_1142_7461
5028_1193_746 g
5028_1215_746 g
5028_1216_7461,g
5028_1217_7451
5028_562_746 g
5028_563_746 g
5236_1191_7881,e
5236_1192_7871
5236_353_7851,e
5236_354_7851,e

C49H58O30

Quercetin 3-(2feruloylsophoroside) 7-diglucoside

C16H18O9
C16H18O9
C16H18O9
C16H18O9

chlorogenic acid
chlorogenic acid
chlorogenic acid
chlorogenic acid

53
54
55
56

5236_355_7841,e
5236_443_7851,e
5236_707_7851,e
5236_708_7841,e

C16H18O9
C16H18O9
C16H18O9
C16H18O9

57
58

5400_501_7971,a
5400_502_7961,a,h

C24H38O11

chlorogenic acid
chlorogenic acid
chlorogenic acid
chlorogenic acid
a glucopyranoside-derivative (4,7Megastigmadiene-3,9-diol, 3-Ketone, 9O-[α-L-arabinopyranosyl-(1->6)-β-Dglucopyranoside])

S.
N.
59

Centrotype_mass
_scan No.
5248_1193_7861

Chemical
formula
C48H56O29

60
61
62
63
64
65
66

5248_1272_7851,e
5248_1273_7851,e
5248_1274_7851
5441_433_8191
5441_434_8201
5600_357_8491
6124_173_9201,e

C48H56O29
C48H56O29
C48H56O29

Chemical
compounds
unknown
kaempferolcaffeoy
ltetraglucoside
unknown
unknown

67
68
69
70
71
72

6124_337_9201,e
6124_338_9201,e
6124_339_9191,e
6124_359_9201,e,f
6124_675_9201,e
6481_173_9711,e

C16H18O8

fragment
Coumaroylquinic
acid I

73

6481_337_971 e

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

6481_338_9711
6481_339_9721,e
6481_359_9721,e
6481_405_9711,e
6481_675_970 e
6481_697_9691,e
7622_291_12781
7673_431_12901
7746_115_13121,e
6573_431_1014 h
6736_214_1054 h
7033_925_1092 h
7448_658_1229 g
7550_1287_1257 g
7550_643_1257 g
7606_445_1274 h

90
91
92
93
94
95

7746_279_13121
7781_422_1321 h
7781_425_1318 h
7784_643_13191,c
8845_387_14821
8149_308_1378 b

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

8253_989_1388 b
8515_649_1410 b
8515_650_1410 b
9153_429_16111,h
9223_415_16311
9244_436_1640 h
9399_402_17051,e
9640_479_17871
9722_462_18291,e
9722_463_18291,e
10224_748_2357 h
10038_418_2103 h
A190_388_10361
A194_501_7061,h
A42_431_19491

111
112
113
114

A201_504_724 h
A220_221_943d
A45_433_1247 h
A682_609_2068 b

115
116

A62_449_6321
A86_484_21741,h

fragment

C16H18O8

Coumaroylquinic
acid II

Malic acid, O-(4Hydroxycinnamoyl)?

C13H25NO9S2

Hexyl glucosinolate 2

1

- 4 STR groups, a-1 vs. 2, b-1 vs. 3, c- 1 vs. 4, d-2 vs. 3, e-2 vs. 4, f-3 vs. 4, g-CC vs. PC, h-EU vs. Asian turnip.
Note: Centrotypes coded by an alphabet “A” followed by numbers, such as A42, A62 and so on meant peaks with no centrotype.
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Table 15: List of selected LC-MS peaks for SPAD traits by random forest regression
based on percentage decrease in MSE
SPAD vernalized condition
2007
Peaks
%IncMSE
10099_223_2165
3.891396
10208_569_2313
3.543923
4373_408_495
5.174491
5210_453_783
8.889851
5268_1409_785
3.77244
16.35216
5441_407_816
3.963386
6317_824_943
6487_407_971
5.361152
6487_523_971
5.715385
6528_523_994
4.297159
6756_668_1058
4.770999
6967_935_1080
3.513804
7209_536_1159
3.897753
7599_697_1272
3.664648
7599_777_1271
11.22918
7918_1095_1338
3.725454
8156_475_1377
4.127084
9236_1157_1641
4.2973
9244_705_1644
3.920757
9273_837_1659
3.640021
9396_746_1699
3.459316
9535_543_1740
4.743934
3.939378
9834_634_1891
9838_661_1891
5.092471
A201_504_724
4.032738
A298_378_1894
3.879301
A478_454_783
5.095435
3.504676
A60_448_872
A61_449_173
5.008768
A73_468_873
4.482524

SPAD non-vernalized condition
2006
Peaks
%IncMSE
10043_615_2104
4.30E+00
10074_919_2140
1.87E+01
10074_920_2140
1.47E+01
10074_951_2139
1.04E+01
10094_761_2162
2.12E+01
10094_762_2161
1.89E+01
3498_551_160
5.33E+00
3583_300_162
4.79E+00
3874_436_206
5.04E+00
3930_436_223
4.15E+00
4.06E+00
5441_407_816
6120_715_922
4.59E+00
4.04E+00
6317_385_942
6456_393_962
1.41E+01
6894_439_1077
5.96E+00
7119_455_1122
6.67E+00
7150_433_1134
8.78E+00
7276_803_1181
5.41E+00
7360_770_1209
5.20E+00
7497_311_1239
4.24E+00
7550_1287_1257
6.32E+00
8149_454_1376
4.66E+00
8340_734_1394
1.22E+01
8421_843_1409
4.05E+00
9372_223_1691
4.37E+00
9492_415_1738
5.48E+00
5.10E+00
9834_457_1891
9997_413_2056
1.45E+01
A211_518_1036
4.29E+00
7.93E+00
A60_448_872

SPAD non-vernalized condition
2007
Peaks
%IncMSE
10074_919_2140
8.713213
10074_920_2140
6.124533
10074_951_2139
8.094092
10094_761_2162
6.98667
10094_762_2161
7.097879
3435_542_159
5.665481
3757_192_173
6.556786
4444_749_517
5.221399
4601_483_614
5.150911
4620_343_621
9.874111
5066_323_747
5.647579
5865_179_887
5.851048
6236_1081_925
5.16328
6882_1015_1079
6.683104
6882_359_1076
11.90077
6882_666_1076
6.57919
6882_697_1075
6.133402
7252_378_1176
5.655705
7276_801_1180
5.391558
7276_802_1180
5.477931
7276_803_1181
6.010609
7360_769_1209
9.454385
7360_770_1209
11.32978
7550_1287_1257
7.55464
7550_1288_1257
5.229669
7683_345_1296
5.649296
8340_734_1394
11.79727
9034_223_1549
8.137505
9492_415_1738
8.34907
6.425288
9834_457_1891

Note: Color represents the matching of LC-MS peaks
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Fig. 20: Box plots of RF selected 64 LC-MS peaks on classification of all accessions into four
STRUCTURE classes. In box plots, 1 indicate for class 1, 2 for class 2, 3 for class 3 and 4 for class 4,
and log (base 2) of peaks intensities were in y-axis.
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Fig. 21: Comparisons of two small oil groups on the level of the distinguishing LC-MS
peaks identified in RF (Classification)

Fig. 26: Box plots showing the level of SPAD (corrected for population structure) of vernalized
condition in relation to the alleles of associated markers.

Note: 0-absence of band (red color) and 1-presence of band (green color) of dominant marker. Markers
showing allelic differences with SPAD values were shown here.
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Fig. 28: Box plots showing the level of SPAD (corrected for population structure) of nonvernalized condition, 2006 in relation to the alleles of associated markers.

Note: 0-absence of band (red color) and 1-presence of band (green color) of dominant marker.
Markers showing allelic differences with SPAD values were shown here.
Fig. 30: Box plots showing the level of SPAD (corrected for population structure) of nonvernalized condition, 2007 in relation to the alleles of associated markers.

Note: 0-absence of band (red color) and 1-presence of band (green color) of dominant
marker. Markers showing allelic differences with SPAD values were shown here.
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Fig. 34: Box plots showing the level of targeted metabolites in relation to the alleles of the
markers

0

-absence of band (red colour) and 1-presence of band (green colour) of dominant marker in gel
electrophoresis. Box plots circled by red color indicate false positive association.
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